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NOBODY LOVED CHRISTMAS like my dad. He was a rather stoic man 

who turned almost childlike at Christmas. As this first Christmas 

season since he passed away began to approach, I feared there would 

be something missing. Dad wouldn’t be sitting on the couch with 

that old Santa Claus hat cocked on his head, 

anticipating the moment when another gift 

would be opened. 

Of course, I have no memories of my 

father’s childhood Christmases, but I seem to 

be able to remember every moment of every 

Christmas from my own childhood. Each year 

began with the same ritual. My brothers and I 

would spring out of bed early and try to make 

enough noise to wake our parents. We were 

allowed to traverse to the end of the hall and peer across the living 

room at the Christmas tree as it arose from a mountain of presents. 

Only after Dad was out of bed with his trusty eight-millimeter movie 

camera in hand did we get to approach and choose the first gift to 

open. And so went the morning, very orderly, and yet so joyful. 

It wasn’t until I was quite a bit older that I learned it was really 

my dad who “just went nuts at Christmas.” It was this disciplined, 

regimented engineer of a father who couldn’t resist buying way too 

many toys for his three sons. It was the one time each year when he 

secretly let his hair down to indulge in his annual shopping spree.

As my brothers and I grew into adulthood, my father’s joy of 

buying gifts faded into a memory; but his love of Christmas never 

diminished. His joy came from watching others — and from those 

special moments when all eyes were on him as he opened something 

that had been chosen especially for his pleasure. It was during those 

happy times that his eyes would return to a youthful sparkle and a 

sheepish little grin would appear across his face.

I was seemingly prepared for missing my dad’s presence this 

holiday season until a special gift caught me off guard on Christmas 

Eve. This gift was a letter from my dad’s brother. It was the first-

ever letter from an uncle in California, and in this letter addressed 

to my brothers and me, we were treated to a kind note from a man 

who took the time to reminisce about the good times he remem-

bered when growing up with his older brother. The letter shared 

some events and emotions that were previously not known to me. It 

was the perfect uplift on a Christmas Eve day when I was busy and 

happy — but was quietly missing my smiling old Santa of a dad.

I am sure I will always remember how much I appreciated this 

letter from my uncle, and looking forward, I hope I can do a better 

job of giving gifts of memories and emotions to others. Who knows, 

I may just give someone a boost on a day when it’s really needed. 

Thanks, Uncle Ralph. You made my Christmas season so much 

more meaningful.

FROM THE PUBLISHER

Rick Briscoe

Rick Briscoe
Publisher
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HEN SHOE CLERK and whittler 
Orville Gibson began to hand-

craft wooden musical instruments 
in Kalamazoo in the 1890s, he did so 
with passion and pride for his craft 
and his community. But over the years, 
people emerged and factors arose that 
could have driven guitar manufacturing 
from the area. And each time, a handful 
of men stepped forward to make sure 
Gibson’s heritage stayed right here. 

Orville, himself, was not a share-
holder of the Gibson Mandolin-Guitar 
Manufacturing Company Ltd. that bore 
his name. When the company was sold 
to the Chicago Musical Instrument 
Company in 1944, it’s likely that only 
the booming post-World War II economy 

kept the enterprise from moving to the 
windy city. But, in 1984, with sales of 
musical instruments drastically down, 
Norlin Corporation, which took over op-
erations in 1968, closed the Kalamazoo 
plant and left behind a core of craftsmen 
with 500 collective years of guitar-mak-
ing experience.  

A few of those luthiers formed a new 
company, Heritage Guitar Inc. The appel-
lation is apt. “Heritage is more than our 
name; it’s who we are,” says Jim Deurloo, 
a cofounder along with Marv Lamb, J.P. 
Moats and Bill Paige. “We’ve been build-
ing guitars all our lives,” adds Jim, who 
started at Gibson in 1958 at age 19.

Marv was 16 when hired on May 31, 
1956, a date he recalls with pride. “We 

were farmers in Alabama. I came north 
in October 1955 and worked with my 
brother and brother-in-law at a bakery. 
Dad came to the Gibson guard shack 
where they took applications every day 
until they hired him, and he got me a job 
here, too.”

Like Marv, J.P. also hails from 
Alabama and retains a hint of southern 
twang. “I came up here for a vacation and 
got a job at the paper mill,” he says. “I was 
only 16, and I worked there four years. 
My sister worked at Gibson and she got 
someone to hire me — that was in 1957 
— and I worked for them for 28 years.”

A guitar is made of hundreds of 
parts: wood, plastic, metal, wire, paint, 
lacquer and, in some cases, mother-of-

A new sign hanging inside the entrance to the company emphasizes 
the tradition that is Heritage Guitar.

Heritage Guitar owners pose in front of their business on Parsons 
Street. Standing in front are Jim Deurloo and Marv Lamb, and in 
back are Vince Margol and J.P. Moats.
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pearl inlay. It’s held together with glue. 
Electronic components are screwed in 

place. Connections are soldered. 
The handcrafted construction 

process requires hundreds of steps. 
Major departments include the mill 
room where lumber is sawn and planed; 
assembly where parts for the guitar 
body and neck are cut, sanded and put 
together; finishing where paints are 
sprayed, shaded and buffed; final as-
sembly where electronics are inserted; 
inspection where each guitar is played 
and tested for “buzzes” or “splat outs” 
and, if necessary, adjusted; and packag-
ing and shipping.

Jim started sanding rims, the verti-
cal “side” of a guitar as the instrument 
lays on its back. He then moved into the 
mill room where he operated band saws, 
routers, joiners and shapers. He went to 
pattern making, his favorite job, then to 

engineering and assumed responsibility 
for jig construction. He became supervi-
sor of the pattern makers and machine 
shop, and then plant manager.

J.P. started sanding white wood, 
moved to cleaning and buffing, and then 
became cleaning inspector. From there, 
it was a quick step to quality control. 
After a stint as wood purchaser, which 
took him to forests in Michigan’s Upper 
Peninsula, Mississippi, the West Coast, 
Germany and other parts of the world, 
he returned to quality control and super-
visor of the service department.

Marv, in his early days as a hand 
sander, expressed his desire to learn 
all he could about guitar making. He 
became an inspector, then a line leader, 
and then a supervisor. He also started 
the first night shift at Gibson, and then 
returned to the day shift as a supervisor. 
He became foreman of whitewood, as-

sembly and finishing, and, finally, plant 
superintendent.

Each agrees: “Heritage is a natural 
name for us.”

At the same time, the evolution 
from being a Gibson employee                              
to a Heritage founder is tinged 

with a hint of vinegar.
“When Gibson closed,” Jim begins. 

“No, let me say it like it is  — when 
Gibson left us, we could have gone to 
Nashville, but all of us would have been 
redundant there.” 

In actuality, Jim did go to Nashville 
for awhile, attending the groundbreak-
ing ceremony and working there three 
days a week for a little over a year. 
But he saw two inherent problems 
with attempting to continue a career 
with Gibson. “First, Nashville isn’t an 
industrial town,” he says. “The mill sup-
ply houses and tool makers are here in 

Katie Flamm does a final sanding and fixes tiny imperfections prior  
to sending the guitars to the finishing department.

Patrick Whalen skillfully applies a sealant to the binding of another custom 
guitar prior to the color coat being applied.
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Michigan because of the auto industry, 
so I flew back every week, representing 
Gibson, to have their tools made then 
shipped to Nashville.” Jim commuted 
from Nashville to Grand Rapids every 
Thursday, met with vendors on Fridays, 
and returned to Nashville on Mondays. 
He bought all the equipment for Gib-
son’s new plant.

The second problem was probable 
demotion. “I had been plant manager 
here in Kalamazoo, and they already had 
a plant manager. What would they do 
with two plant managers? One was going 
to go, and I wasn’t interested in that,” 
he explains. “Bruce Bolen and I bread-
boarded the idea of starting a guitar 
company. We talked with Marv and J.P., 
and that’s how it started.”

Marv and J.P. offer more down-
to-earth reasons for declining jobs in 
Nashville. “I’ve been in Michigan since 
1955,” Marv explains. “I married a girl 
from Michigan. I love Michigan.”

J.P. adds: “I have six children and 
some rental property here. I didn’t want 
to sell everything. So, when Jim asked 
me about starting Heritage, I said, ‘Yes.’”

Yet, there is also little doubt that 
emotions were a factor in their decisions 
to disassociate from Gibson. “Their move 
was definitely devastating,” says Marv. 
“To spend that many years and have 
them up and pull away. We had been 
told this was a flagship plant and that it 
would remain here. But the hardest part 
was laying off those several hundred 
people. That was tough. I got high blood 
pressure over those layoffs.” 

But even with their vast knowledge 
of birthing handcrafted musical instru-
ments, the Heritage owners encountered 
problems with delayed shipment of parts 
and declining profits. In the summer of 
2007, they confronted the decision to 
either close or sell the company. 

At the same time, Kalamazoo at-
torney Vince Margol was engaged in a 
coincidental conversation with his wife, 
Tracy. “We were on vacation in Tennes-
see. We had put the kids to bed and were 
sitting on a deck overlooking a creek in 
the mountains, and Tracy said to me, 
‘If you could do anything, regardless of 
your education and work history, what 
would you do?’ I said, ‘I’d look up those 

guys at Heritage Guitar and I’d convince 
them to teach me how to do what they 
do so that when they’re ready to retire, I 
could buy the company.’”

Upon arriving home from vacation, 
Vince and Tracy attended a family party 
where a relative mentioned that the Heri-
tage plant was closing. Vince called J.P. 
Moats, and J.P. told him, “We’re taking 
offers. If you’re interested, put one to-
gether in the next day or two.” Vince did, 
and within a week, the principles were 
negotiating a partnership agreement 
through which each own one-fourth 
of the business. “I pinch myself every 
morning,” Vince says. “The greatest of 
planners could not have made this whole 
thing fall into place the way it has.” 

Vince, who is mechanically in-
clined, admits that the nuances of guitar 
construction are not yet on his learning 
curve, which, considering the vast ex-
perience of his mentors, is huge. “Right 
now, they need someone to run the 
company more than someone to build 
guitars,” he says. 

The others admit that, over the 
years, they were too busy with their 

Heritage Guitar

The guitars all start as planks of raw lumber. 
Most of the wood is from the United States, but 
mahogany must be imported from Honduras to 
provide just the right material required to create 
a Heritage Guitar.

The oldest piece of equipment in the shop 
dates back to the beginning of Gibson 
Guitar. Here it is used to clamp multiple 
pieces of maple that will be glued onto 
mahogany to create a solid body guitar.

Craig “Curly” Spink uses clothespins to hold together 
the rim of a semi-hollow body guitar.
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Bad things can happen to good people.
We’re here when you need us.

passion of making guitars to properly 
nurture the business. “Vince brings a lot 
to the party,” Marv says. “If I didn’t think 
he could, he wouldn’t be here.”

“He runs his own business. He’s a tax 
attorney. He can help us a lot,” J.P. adds.

“That gives him credibility when 
negotiating with our dealers, sales guys 
and vendors,” Jim states. 

“He has spunk,” Marv continues. 
“He knows computers. He’s knowledge-
able of systems. That’s our goal — for 
him to put in systems. We want trans-
parency of the bottom line. And we’re 
getting old. I’m 68. Jim is 68. J.P.’s 71. We 
need young blood.” 

Vince adds that he’s always 
gravitated toward guitars. Now 
38, he’s played since he was 12 

although, admittedly, not very well. “I 
bugged my parents to buy me a guitar, 
and when they did, I played ’til my 
fingers bled. I had a garage band, and I 
took lessons until I was 17,” he says. In 
college, he set guitar playing aside but 
took it up again when Tracy, soon after 
they were married, bought him a Gibson 
guitar. Today, his modest collection in-
cludes three from Heritage — a Fender, a 
Parker, and a Paul Reed Smith.

He also sees the guitar, undoubtedly 
the world’s most popular instrument, as 
a way to connect with his younger self. 
“It doesn’t make any difference how old 
you are,” he says. “When you pick up a 
guitar, you’re back to being a teenager 
with screaming, adoring fans hanging 
on every note. It’s also a way to relax and 
forget about things that happen during 
the day.” But most of all, he sees the gui-
tar as a way to connect with his children, 
Alex, Nicholas and Elizabeth. “Music is 
a good outlet for a kid to express without 
speaking,” he says.

Of his decision to diversify his 
professional attention between law and 
being part owner/operator of a guitar 
manufacturer, Vince sites many support-
ers, starting with his wife. “Tracy derives 
a lot of pleasure from her job as a product 
manager with Fabri-Kal. She sees that by 

11



buying into this business, I could feel the 
same way she does about her job.” 

Vince credits his father, who im-
migrated from war-torn Poland after 
being separated from his parents and 
taken to a forced labor camp at age 7, 
and his mother, a stay-at-home mom, for 
teaching him to “do the right thing and 
do it well.” With those tutorials firmly 
implanted, Vince is pleased that his 
parents support the duality of his profes-
sional choices. 

He also receives support from his 
law partner, Nancy Kirkpatrick, who, 
he says, “Doesn’t think I’m crazy.” In 
fact, Vince sees a practical application of 
his legal training to the guitar business. 
“Law brings out the ability to look at a 
problem and know, if I apply the rules as 
they are and not as I want them to be, I 
can always find a solution,” he says. 

Applying his skills to Heritage, Vince 
elaborates, “I’m not required to put out a 
guitar. I’m required to make sure the work-

ers can do that in a timely fashion. I’m not 
tied to the old systems of how the company 
used to operate. I’m tied to the heritage 
of our guitars. Our product is the core of 
the company, and customers can count on  

hand-made, high-quality craftsmanship, 
just as it’s always been. Made in the U.S.A. 
Made in Michigan. Made in Kalamazoo.”

Not surprisingly, Vince finds sup-
port in Jim, Marv, J.P., Bill Paige and a 

Heritage Guitar

Ted Deville fine sands between the coats of lacquer on an instrument that is close to coming to life at 
Heritage Guitar.
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half dozen others in the plant who, for 
50 years, have lived a golden partner-
ship deeper than some marriages. “These 
guys are amazing individuals above and 
beyond the amazing things they do with 

their hands to build those wonderful in-
struments everyone covets,” Vince says. 
“Each of them reminds me of my father 
in some way: Jim’s sense of humor; J.P.’s 
easy way; and Marv wears his honesty 

on his sleeve. Even though they have 
reached retirement age, they each plan to 
stay as long as they are needed because 
they want to be secure in knowing the 
company will continue here in Kalama-
zoo.” He smiles with appreciation. “And I 
can’t do this without them.”

Vince also admits being surprised 
that Jim, Marv and J.P. don’t play a guitar. 
“It was like finding out the guys who build 
Ferraris don’t drive,” he says with a grin.

Marv says he can strum a few 
chords and once dreamt of being a guitar 
player but lost the desire because he built 
them every day. J.P. loves guitar music 
and took lessons as a teenager before 
discovering girls. And Jim used to have 
an interest in playing but didn’t devote 
the time to practice. 

Yet, Heritage does employ some guitar 
players. Key among them is Rendal Wall, 
who works in final inspection. “From my 
office, I can hear Rendell running up and 
down the frets, making sure the guitar 

Floyd Newton, an employee since 1959 of both Gibson Guitar and now Heritage Guitar, provides new 
partner Vince Margol with a little historical perspective.
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sounds good. He makes a few adjustments, 
then he plays a song or two, and I say, 
‘There’s another Heritage being born.’” 

Rather than being players them-
selves, Jim, Marv and J.P. take pride in 
being an integral part of the entertain-
ment infrastructure. “A guitar is two 
things,” says Jim. “It’s an instrument, 
but it’s also artistic. Players buy a guitar 

because of how it sounds and feels, but 
they also want a guitar that will accom-
modate the image they want to portray.” 

Polar examples are the sweeping, 
hour-glass curves of a traditional guitar 
used by classical and jazz musicians 
versus the jagged, Flying V shape of 
hard rock ’n’ roll performers who want a 
shocking look. 

Heritage Guitar

N 1966, GUITARIST James Brown 
was 24 and had been working at 
Gibson for four years when he 

placed an order for a custom-made 
guitar. His specifications were that it 
be a Johnny Smith model, red, with 
a Bigsby vibrato tail piece that would 
allow him to hold a note to create a 
wuh-wuh-wuh effect. “Chet Atkins 
used a Bigsby on his guitars, and I was 
a Chet Atkins fan,” James says, “and I 
chose the Johnny Smith model because 
I loved the way it sounded.”

As an employee, James, like a 
father nurturing a growing child, 
monitored the guitar’s progress all the 
way through production. “I picked out 
all the wood before it was glued to-
gether,” he says. And when the instru-
ment was in the final stages, he had his 
name — JAMES BROWN — engraved 
in distinctive gold capital letters on the 
black-and-red pick guard. 

With his 40-percent em-
ployee discount, the price of the guitar 
was $765, including the case.

In 1972, James took the guitar to a 
seminar in Colorado where he received 
private instruction from Johnny Smith, 
an event that he captured in a treasured 
photograph of himself and the great 
performer playing their instruments 
together in an outdoor setting. 

In 1985, James sold his red guitar for 
$900 to buy recording equipment with 
the proviso that he could have first refus-
al rights if the purchaser, a guitar collec-
tor, decided to sell it. That opportunity 
arose a few years later, but James lacked 
the money to reacquire the instrument, 
so it moved on to other hands by way of 
a guitar show in Milwaukee. “The man 
who bought it was from Japan, and I 
thought I’d never see the guitar again,” 
James says, “but sometime later, he put 
out a very colorful book with pictures of 
all the guitars he owned — the book cost 
$100 — and my guitar was in it. I could 
tell right away because it’s a red Johnny 
Smith with a Bigsby and my name on it. 
It’s a one-of-a-kind. You can’t miss it.”

The guitar reappeared again in 1999, 
featured in a calendar along with infor-
mation that the guitar was in California. 
James purchased the calendar.

With his 40-percent em-
ployee discount, the price of the guitar 
was $765, including the case.

In 1972, James took the guitititar ttoooo
seminar in Colororradadadoooo hhhh
prprivii t

An internet notice in 2000 gave Vicks-
burg’s James Brown information that 
his long-lost guitar had recently sold 
for $50,000.
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Stately Homes Cocktail Table

The Heritage catalog shows 33 mod-
els — custom-carved hollow body, 
semi-hollow body, solid body, with 

or without cutaways — in 21 colors. Yet, 
over half of the guitars made are custom 
instruments because, as Jim says, “Those 
models and colors don’t satisfy everybody. 
Prince, for example, wanted a purple gui-
tar, so we made one for him.” 

James next learned of the guitar 
in 2000 by means of an Internet notice 
that the guitar, now distinctly famous, 
had been sold again. The price this 
time — $50,000. 

Although James wishes that he had 
not sold the unique instrument, he con-
tinues to enjoy pickin’ and strummin’ 
other guitars in his collection. He has 
produced CDs to display his talent, and 
credits his dad, who played stringed 
instruments, for teaching him chords at 
an early age. 

James graduated from Vicksburg 
High School, where he enjoyed shop 
classes, and became a Gibson employee 
in 1962. During his 15-year stint there, 
he worked, first, as a rim gluer in the 
assembly department on the night shift. 
From there, he became a repairman in 
the paint department, responsible for 
making sure that lacquer applications 
covered and filled properly. He spent 
most of his 15 years at Gibson in the 
adjustment department, setting frets to 
the proper height to allow accurate dis-
tance, measured in 64ths of an inch, to 
the strings. He estimates that he tested 
and adjusted more than 90,000 guitars 
while at Gibson.

While still working at Gibson, 
James also attended college, earning 
a teaching degree at Bethel College in 
Mishawaka, Ind., in 1979. His employ-
ment included, and continues to be, 
substitute teaching assignments in the 
Vicksburg School System. He has been 
married to Grace since 1963. They have 
two married daughters, Debra Sue and 
Jamie Sue. 
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Some performers use multiple guitars 
even within a single concert. “A performer 
might start out with a solid body or a 
double cutaway, switch to a jazz guitar, 
then switch to a flat top,” states Jim.

“It’s all part of the show,” adds Marv. 
“They’ve got kids taking pictures of them, 
so they want to put on different images.”

“There’s a difference in the sound 
you get from different guitars,” Vince 
says. “With a solid-body guitar, you get 

that classic rock crunch. A guy who 
plays country music might also play a 
solid body, but with a different configu-
ration or type of wood to give it a unique 
sound.” 

At one point in the 1960s, the old 
Gibson company employed over 1,000 
workers and cranked out as many as 350 
guitars a day. Today, Heritage employs 
18 and sells 1,200 to 1,800 a year to 
customers around the world. These 

numbers, combined with the Heritage 
owners’ knowledge that “we have the de-
mand and we will be growing” motivates 
them to continue as luthiers. As Vince 
says, “Because of poor communications 
systems, we’ve had customers waiting 
on a guitar for five years, but they wait 
because they cannot get a product of this 
quality anywhere else.”

Another sign of hope is the 
Heritage guitars being plucked and 
strummed by celebrity musicians such 
as Roy Clark, Eric Clapton, Trini Lo-
pez, Henry Johnson, Marcos Loya and 
popular British Isles performer Gary 
Moore. Only a few of these are “endors-
ing artists” who receive guitars for free. 
“Our company doesn’t have a lot of 
money to pay a musician to endorse our 
guitars. And we don’t give them away,” 
says Vince. 

 “Garth Brooks wanted to be a Heri-
tage endorsing artist, and we turned him 
down,” Jim adds. 

“People who have bookoo money 
are the ones who want us to give them a 
guitar,” says Marv. “Because they’re big 
names they think it will be good adver-
tising for us.” 

“We did give a guitar to Fred Newell 
— he’s a studio player at the Grand Ole 
Opry — but so did 40 other manufactur-
ers. They all sat on stage with him, so he 
might pick up ours to play it or he might 
not,” Jim says. 

“But you can tell that the great art-
ists appreciate us because they come to 
visit us,” says Vince. “Kalamazoo is an 
out-of-the-way place, so when people 
of stature come here, it’s not to pick up 
a check as an endorsing artist because 
we’re not writing any. They’re here be-
cause we build great guitars.”

It’s not uncommon for a celebrity 
in the music business to walk into the 
Heritage plant and look over the shoul-
der of the craftsmen there. But lacking, 
in Vince’s view, is a showcase and history 
room. “Everyone tells me about the 
people who showed up here. Jimmy Page, 
the guitar player for Led Zeppelin — and 
there are very few of his stature — just 

Heritage Guitar

EST MICHIGAN is home to many 
wood craftsmen, as evidenced by the 

furniture industry of Grand Rapids 
and Holland and the stringed-instrument 
industry of greater Kalamazoo. 

And while Heritage Guitar shines 
in the spotlight of guitar manufacturing 
around the world, a number of luthiers 
work in the glow of their bench lights 
in little shops in Vicksburg, Paw Paw, 
Portage, Schoolcraft, Three Rivers and 
Kalamazoo. “That’s a lot of guitar makers 
for one area,” says one of them, Aaron 
Cowles of Aaron’s Music Service in Vicks-

burg, adding that Napa Valley, Calif., 
has a few also.

In his shop at 113 South Main, 
Aaron builds custom guitars and man-
dolins to customer specifications under 
his brand, Jubel Guitars. He also repairs 
and restores stringed instruments of 
all sorts and tutors young artisans who 
wish to continue the handcrafted luthier 
tradition.

Aaron began to play guitar in 
1958 while a student at Pennfield High 
School. He started working at Gibson 
Guitar in Kalamazoo in 1962 at age 22, 

and remained there until 1984 
when Gibson took its manufac-
turing operations to Nashville, 
Tenn. Of his employment quali-
fications for Gibson, Aaron says, 
“I could tune a guitar by ear.” 
That innate skill led him to the 
Gibson inspection department 
where, for more than a decade, 
Aaron inspected and adjusted 
approximately 200,000 guitars. 
“About 100 guitars a day went 
through my hands,” he says.

His friend, guitarist James 
Brown, offers a high estima-
tion of Aaron’s ear, comparing 
the acoustics of Aaron’s Jubel 
Guitars to that of Stradivarius’ 
violins. “He knows how to 

scallop the braces inside a guitar to get a 
beautiful sound out of his instruments,” 
James explains.  

James Brown, Richard Brown and Aaron 
Cowles display three of the fine guitars at 
Aaron’s Music Service in Vicksburg. 
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showed up one day. And we don’t have a 
place for him to sit down, pick up a gui-
tar and play it. Our prototypes and extra 
custom-built guitars, which we made in 
case something happened to the original, 
are gathering dust because we don’t have 
a showroom. We need a place where 
people who work here can bring their 
families and friends to see the history of 
the company. That’s something I’m going 
to change.” 

Vince also intends to start tak-
ing photos of celebrities with Heritage 
craftsmen. “Elvis during the Gibson 
days, B.B. King, Les Paul, Chet Atkins 
— the huge icons of the music busi-
ness — have been here. Our guys are 
reverent of the fact that these celebrities 
are important in the music industry, 
but they don’t care to have pictures of 
themselves hanging around with these 
famous people. But, to me, to have those 
pictures is invaluable.” 

As the four partners carry forward 
the heritage that Orville Gibson initiated 
more than a century ago, they do so with 
pride and passion that Orville would 
have admired. 

“We’re the ‘Old Gibson’ people,” says 
Marv. “We’re the little guys who stayed 
behind when Gibson went south.” 

“With our experience and abilities, 
we could have gone out and got jobs,” J.P. 
adds, “but we like this work and that’s 
why we stayed. Even today, I don’t have 
to be here. I’m here because I want to 
be.” 

“This is the cradle,” Vince says. “Or-
ville Gibson started here. Then Heritage 
started here because J.P., Marv and Jim 
made a commitment that goes beyond 
them. And I want to make sure it goes 
beyond me.” 

“Exactly,” says Marv. “That’s our 
heritage.” 

When Roy Clark (center) came to pick up his 
new guitar in 1988, owners Bill Page, Jim 
Deurloo, J.P. Moats and Marv Lamb were on 
hand to greet him.
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T’S JUST damn good luck,” said Da-
vid Rozelle, referring to the journey 
that got him to — and well past 
— the point on the national organ 

transplant waiting list where his name 
came up. 

Since receiving a life-saving new 
heart in the fall of 2001, Rozelle has re-
routed that same good fortune in an out-
ward direction by working to increase 
the availability of organs for others in 
need, and through the opportunity he’s 
given many Western Michigan Univer-
sity students to get involved in the cause.

 Now in his 38th year at WMU, 
Rozelle, an associate professor of accoun-
tancy in the school’s Haworth College of 
Business, is known for devotion to his 
students. He has been multiply honored 
for teaching excellence and service to the 
university, and was one of the first group 
of six faculty members to be awarded 
a named professorship — the Beulah 
I. Kendall Professor of Accountancy 
— in a program established in 1997 
by former WMU president Diether H. 
Haenicke. Most recently, the Cleveland 
native received the university’s 2007 
Distinguished Service Award, one of its 
top honors, recognizing his long-time 
mentorship to accounting students, his 
campus contributions, and his commu-
nity work on behalf of organ donation.

Rozelle’s commitment to teach-
ing has been a constant for nearly four 
decades, even through the life-changing 
events that landed him in the group of 
some five-million Americans with heart 
failure and, later, the much smaller 

David Rozelle is awarded the 2007 Distinguished Service Award for his long-time mentorship of ac-
counting students, his campus contributions, and his community work on behalf of organ donation. 
Secretary of State Terry Lynne Land is pictured at the ceremony with Rozelle.

Buster Bronco hangs out with two WMU students who are soliciting donations for the Gift of Life Uni-
versity Challenge. The event pits Michigan colleges and universities against each other in a friendly 
competition to sign up the most people for organ donation.

A Gift of Love for 
a Broken Heart

“

By Ann Lindsay
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group of those who have received re-
placement hearts. 

As he relates the details of those 
events, his experience as an instruc-
tor is clear — the account is personal 
and emotional, yet peppered with facts, 
figures, and terminology. He weaves 
through the timeline, detouring for side-
bars, but always returning to the main 
topic, sometimes clarifying with bullet 
points and definitions. The story begins 
in the summer of 1984.

Driving back to 
Kalamazoo with a friend 
after a day of sailing at 
Gull Lake, Rozelle, then 
47, sensed something was 
physically amiss, so his 
companion detoured to 
Bronson Hospital. While 
there, Rozelle experienced 
what he describes as a 
very, very severe heart 
attack. “The only reason I 
survived it was because it 
happened at the hospital,” 
he said. A defibrillator 
saved him, but the attack 
destroyed a third of his 
heart.

It was not something 
he had anticipated. “I was 
a sailor, fairly physically 
active,” Rozelle said. But 
looking back, he realized 
that he was not an en-
tirely unlikely candidate 
either, being a bit over-
weight, over 40, and a smoker.

After the attack, Rozelle wondered 
how his life would be affected by the 
damage to his heart. “I found it wasn’t 
as debilitating as I’d feared. The doctors 
kept an eye on me. I had procedures like 
heart catheterization and angioplasty, 
but I wasn’t a sick person,” he said. He 
started a regular walking routine. What 
he didn’t foresee at the time was the 
roller coaster-like ride of living with 
heart failure. “Most of us enter this with 
a great deal of ignorance,” he said. 

If you aren’t very familiar with the 

condition, the phrase “heart failure” can 
be misleading. As the American Heart 
Association explains, the term makes it 
sound like the heart is no longer working 
at all. But actually heart failure means 
that the heart muscle isn’t pumping as 
well as it should be. Oxygenated blood 
is not delivered to the body effectively, 
which prevents it from functioning at 
normal capacity. The heart may com-
pensate by enlarging or pumping faster, 

masking symptoms for a while. Over 
time, though, heart failure often gets 
worse, leading to breathing difficulty and 
great fatigue from daily activities like 
walking and climbing stairs.

After a few years, that is what 
Rozelle experienced. “It became appar-
ent I was getting worse,” he said. In May 
of 1995, in an attempt to avoid bypass 
surgery, his cardiologist sent him to Wil-
liam Beaumont Hospital, where an ag-
gressive angioplasty technique had been 
developed, combining the procedure 
with powerful drugs that relax the arter-

ies. “I’ve always called it the roto-rooter,” 
Rozelle said.

By September, dodging an op-
eration was no longer possible. 
Rozelle had the bypass surgery in 

Kalamazoo with a good recovery. “I’m a 
pretty good healer. I’m what the doctors 
call ‘compliant,’” he said, “I thought I 
was brand new.” And for a while, with 
the help of medication and monitoring 

by his doctors, he was.
 In 2001, things took 

another serious turn. 
Rozelle and his wife 
Sandy, a long-time French 
teacher at Hackett Catho-
lic Central High School, 
now retired, were abroad. 
“We had chartered a boat 
to go through the canals 
in France,” Rozelle said. 
A wonderful trip, with 
the bonus that you get to 
open and close many of 
the locks yourself. “Some 
of the locks are very deep, 
and you have to climb 
long ladders to get up out 
of them. I was getting 
shortness of breath,” he 
said, “but we pressed on.”

Breathing got harder 
and the voyage became 
a true adventure, but 
not exactly the good 
kind. “Now, I couldn’t lie 
down and breathe. One 

of the things doctors ask about is how 
many pillows you use,” noted Rozelle, 
referring to a symptom of congestive 
heart failure, where the heart’s reduced 
pumping allows fluid to build up in 
the lungs, making it especially hard to 
breathe while reclining. “What I needed 
was a corner,” he said. Something to lean 
up against. However, no such luck. With 
the sense of distress still in his voice, but 
also a years-later wry expression, Rozelle 
described how the small boat was so well 
designed that it made use of every bit of 
space. There were shelves in all the  

David Rozelle knows the true meaning
of receiving a valuable gift.

Since his heart transplant, he has been  
paying forward his gift of life.

David Rozelle enjoyed nearly four decades of working with accounting students 
at WMU. As an extension of his teaching, he inspired his students to participate in 
organ donation events, including the Gift of Life.
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corners and no place to prop oneself up.
After a week on the boat, the couple 

got a train back to Paris, then a turbu-
lent flight across the Atlantic, meaning 
Rozelle had little opportunity to stand, 
which would have greatly eased his 
respiration.

At the time, Rozelle saw this as 
just another bump in the road. “I’m not 
dying, I’m just sick,” he thought. Back 
home, though, it was apparent that 
things had progressed to a new stage. “I 
was getting so I could do almost nothing. 
I had to sit while brushing my teeth,” he 
said. His cardiologist explained there 
wasn’t anything else they could do as far 
as standard treatment was concerned. 
So, Rozelle asked about the only other 
option he was aware of:  a transplant.

Thus began the next phase of the 
trek when, in August 2001, Rozelle was 
referred to the University of Michigan’s 
Transplant Center, one of the busiest 
transplant programs in the country. He 
and Sandy learned the requirements for 
being placed on the heart transplant 
waiting list, which involves a long series 
of medical tests, many trips and phone 
calls to Ann Arbor, and waiting to learn 
the doctors’ decision on your status — 
all at a time when your heart function 
has declined so much that breathing is 
difficult and exhaustion is a constant. 

“There are national standards that 
they are applying. The United Network 
for Organ Sharing (UNOS) gives us 
national organ-sharing rules,” Rozelle 
explained. “The sickest, not the rich-
est, get organs, and organs will not be 
for sale.” He later learned that the U of 
M Transplant Center is more conserva-
tive than some in approving transplant 
candidates for the waiting list. Though 
at the time, Rozelle said, “I didn’t know I 
was in a tough league.”

Heart transplantation is considered 
a last-resort treatment for heart failure. 
“You’ve got to have an awful rotten heart, 
but be strong enough for the operation. 
You can be too sick or not sick enough. 
It’s a terrible dilemma,” Rozelle ex-
plained. “I had a stress test and lasted 13 

seconds. The doctor 
said that was good 
— I don’t know what 
bad is.”  

September 11, 
2001, was Sandy’s 61st 
birthday. She went 
to school as usual, 
while her husband 
was home resting. 
She brought home 
the birthday balloons 
her colleagues had 
cheerfully given her 
early that morning 
and popped them all. 
“It seemed so silly to be celebrating a 
birthday,” she recalled.

“All I could do was cry,” Rozelle said 
of the events of that day.

Back at the U of M Transplant Cen-
ter on October 3rd, Rozelle’s condition 
had worsened enough that his doctor 
told him, “I’m not going to let you go 
home today.” 

“Am I a good candidate?” Rozelle 
asked the physician.

The reply: “Since you can hardly 
talk — yes!” 

About a week later, Rozelle was of-
ficially on the waiting list, and ended up 
being there only six days. Had a match-
ing donor heart not become available 
so soon, the next step would have been 
to surgically implant a left ventricular 
assist device, or LVAD, a mechanism 
that pumps blood for a heart that can no 
longer keep up on its own. 

He did not have to wait long 
enough to need the pump, but during 
the days and nights he spent in the U 
of M hospital in early October 2001, 
Rozelle did have time to reflect. “You do 
a lot of thinking,” he said — about the 
organ shortage and the many others on 
the waiting list. He considered the fact 
that he and Sandy do not have children. 
“What is this going to get me?” he asked 
himself. But if he had any doubts, Sandy 
did not. “He was a fine teacher and had a 
lot yet to give,” she said. Rozelle realized 
that what he didn’t want was to accept 

a new heart just to have an extended 
retirement. He told his WMU dean, “If I 
get through this, I’m not going away!”

Monday, October 15, was an 
eventful day. The young 
woman who answered phones 

on his floor of the hospital leaked the 
good news to Rozelle:  There was a heart 
for him. This is the part that still chokes 
him up a little — officially, a doctor is 
supposed to relay that information, but 
the girl wanted him to know right away. 
His first call was to the office at Hackett 
High. When the school secretary ap-
peared at the door of Sandy’s classroom, 
she and her students knew what the mes-
sage would be:  “We have a heart.”  The 
students were all so excited, Sandy recalls. 
She left immediately for Ann Arbor. 

The eight-hour operation made 
Rozelle the U of M’s 42nd heart recipient 
that year and the 482nd in their history 
of doing heart transplants.

After the surgery, Rozelle received 
immune suppression drugs to keep his 
body from rejecting the new heart, some-
thing he will need to take the rest of his 
life. Hallucinations are a side effect of the 
quantities administered right after the 
operation. Other post-transplant patients 
on the same floor were having similar 
experiences. “Since all of us had been on 
these drugs, it was kind of a carnival,” 
he said. On top of that, the post-9/11 an-
thrax scare was happening, making real 

Rozelle

Dr. Francis Pagani of the University of Michigan Medical Center is the 
surgeon who performed David Rozelle’s heart transplant.
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Visit our Web site at www.winshipcabinetry.com
Showroom available by appointment

HANDMADE CABINETS AND FURNITURE

1050 E. Michigan Ave. • Kalamazoo, MI 49048 • (269) 382-0114

life as odd as the drug-induced world. 
Throughout, what impressed Rozelle 
were the nurses. “They are unflappable,” 
he said.

Rozelle sums up the experience suc-
cinctly. “I was extraordinarily lucky,” he 
said. “One, I was lucky to get a heart in 
the first place; two, I was lucky to avoid 
two operations (i.e., no LVAD surgery); 
three, my recovery was absolutely won-
derful.” That recovery didn’t just happen, 
though, explains Sandy. “David is very 
religious about walking, using weights.”  
He felt good enough to go back to work 
in six months, but waited for the new 
semester to begin in fall 2002.

The emotional side of heart trans-
plant is huge for both the donor’s family 
and the recipient’s. The relationship 
between the two, whatever form it takes, 
is always there, accompanied by the 
unavoidable fact that it was someone’s 
death that made the rest possible.

While the process is anonymous, 
recipients and donors do learn some-
thing about each other and can choose 
to exchange identities and even meet, 
if both agree. Rozelle learned his donor 
was a 17-year-old high school senior who 
was driving to work when his vehicle 
hydroplaned and was hit by a truck. He 
was pronounced dead at the hospital. “I 
cannot imagine his family being asked 
about organ donation,” Rozelle said. 

The donor’s mother initially said 
no to giving her son’s organs because 
she wasn’t sure what his wishes were. 
Her decision changed, though, when 
her daughter recalled that she had heard 
him say he wanted to donate. “There 
were seven transplants from him, four 
life-saving, and one was for me,” Rozelle 
said. He has corresponded with the fami-
ly and just recently met them for the first 
time. “It was extraordinary, very touch-
ing, with tears and hugs,” said Sandy. “I 
was just a bystander,” she added with a 
smile. She and her husband often wonder 
what would have happened if the young 
man’s sister had not spoken up.

Another thing Rozelle thought 
about while waiting in the hospital for 
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a matching heart was a sense of owing 
something — to Sandy, of course — but 
also in a more general way. Back in the 
classroom in fall 2002, he recognized his 

unique opportunity to contribute. 
“I have a captive audience of young 

people each semester. They’re idealistic,” 
he said. He started taking 10 minutes 

in class and “telling my own tale.”  He 
passed out donor forms and a symbolical-
ly gift-wrapped box into which the forms 
were returned. To keep things anony-

Rozelle

HAT IS, THE SMALL, red heart 
sticker that may be found just above 
the photo on your Michigan driver’s 

license or state ID card. If you renewed 
this year, you might already be familiar 
with it.

A new Michigan statute, called the 
“heart insignia” law, went into effect 
January 1, 2007. Since then, the Secre-
tary of State’s office has distributed heart 
stickers to those who sign up on the 
state’s donor list, thus becoming regis-
tered organ and tissue donors. Informa-
tion on the registry is included in the 
license and ID renewal packets sent out 
by the Department of State. 

The registry has existed for some 
years, but before the new law there was 
not as direct a connection between one’s 
license or ID card and the registry itself. 

If you signed the back of your license 
to indicate your willingness to donate 
organs, that information did not go 
any further than your card, unless you 
separately contacted the registry. Now, 
the emphasis is on getting donor names 
into the registry as the first step, with the 
heart sticker on the license a visual con-
firmation of that action. A major advan-
tage of this method is that the electronic 
registry is always available to transplant 
professionals to check a person’s dona-
tion wishes, whereas a license or ID card 
may be inaccessible. 

The ongoing “Show Us Your Heart 
Campaign,” a partnership of Gift of Life 
Michigan, (the nonprofit organ and tis-
sue donation program for Michigan) and 
the Secretary of State’s office, aims to 
spread the word about the registry and to 
encourage more citizens to sign up. 

Donor registration is truly a life and 
death matter. The need for organs greatly 
exceeds the availability. Some statistics 
illustrate this fact:

— In 2006, there were 905 organ 
transplants in Michigan, while the num-
ber of people on the organ waiting list in 
our state is approximately 3,200. 

— Nationally there are almost 
100,000 people awaiting a transplant. An 
average of 18 people die each day in the 
United States from the lack of available 
organs. 

One donor can save the lives of up to 
eight people needing organs and can ben-
efit many more through tissue donation. 
Being on the registry also helps family 
members already facing grief and shock, 
by eliminating the need for them to guess 
about their loved one’s wishes. “It makes 
the conversation with the family go so 

much easier,” says Jennifer Tislerics, Spe-
cial Events and Partnerships Coordinator 
at Gift of Life. “It’s a gift to the family. It 
lifts the burden of decision.”

According to Tislerics, the percent of 
Michigan citizens on the donor regis-
try is lower than many states. Despite 
educational efforts, there are still mis-
conceptions about organ donation, she 
explained. “People often tell us they think 
they are too old or sick to register,” she 
said. On the contrary, there is no age limit 
or disease that prevents you from signing 
up. The rules for what is transplantable 
change quickly, so Gift of Life encourages 
everyone who is interested in donating to 
register, letting the rules in effect at the 
time determine what is possible should 
they become a potential donor. 

Another myth is that religions pro-
hibit organ donation. All major religions 
either approve or see it as a decision 
for the individual to make. The donor’s 
family does not incur any cost for organ 
donation and it does not affect the option 
for an open-casket funeral service. 

With efforts like the Show Us Your 
Heart campaign and the University Chal-
lenge, Tislerics and volunteers like David 
Rozelle are working to spread awareness 
among Michiganders about the value of 
giving the gift of life. “We have a long 
way to go,” Tislerics said, “but we’re 
moving in the right direction.”  

More information on organ donation 
in Michigan is available from Gift of Life 
Michigan (www.giftoflifemichigan.org 
or 800-482-4881) or from the Secretary 
of State’s office (www.michigan.gov/sos). 
Those who don’t have a license or state 
ID can join the organ donor registry by 
contacting Gift of Life. 

Show Us Your Heart!

Dixie Edwards shows her donor designation 
after recently renewing her driver’s license.
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mous, a student delivered the box to the 
department office. From there they were 
forwarded to Gift of Life Michigan — the 
state’s organ recovery organization — to 
be added to the organ donor registry.

A while later, Rozelle and the 
student accounting honorary 
he’s advised for many years, Beta 

Alpha Psi, led WMU in a larger organ 
donation effort by joining Gift of Life’s 
University Challenge. The Challenge 
pits Michigan colleges and universities 
against each other in a friendly competi-
tion to sign up the most people. In the 
last three years, WMU has finished first 
once and second twice in the number of 
registrants category by inspiring over 
2,000 to add their names to the list.

Jennifer Tislerics, Gift of Life coor-
dinator of the Challenge, met the WMU 
volunteers while visiting campus. “David 
was very eager to get involved,” she said. 
“He knew how to work with the students 
and get them motivated. You can tell he 
is one of their favorite professors and 
someone they rally around. He and the 
WMU group have made a world of differ-
ence in the number of donors signed up.”

Rozelle gives special acknowledge-
ment to the WMU administration and, 
especially, men’s basketball coach Steve 
Hawkins and athletic director Kathy 
Beauregard for their support of the Chal-
lenge. “Steve was kind enough to let me 
bring my kids to one of the basketball 
games.” The coach and his staff wore 
green wristbands inscribed in English 
and Spanish:  “Donate Life, Dona Vida.” 
WMU officials and even Buster Bronco, 
university mascot, were seen signing up 
for the registry at the game.

Rozelle’s volunteering has also taken 
him to local hospitals with a Gift of Life 
hospital coordinator. While the coordi-
nator orients new nurses about organ 
donation protocol, Rozelle has a different 
role. “The nurses see the bad side, the 
patient slipping away,” he said. “I am sort 
of Exhibit A — to show there is another 
side.” Recognizing his service, Secretary 
of State Terri Lynn Land gave Rozelle a 
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2007 Shining Star Award, which honors 
extraordinary efforts in the area of organ 
and tissue donor awareness.

Former WMU president Diether 
Haenicke has known Rozelle since 
Haenicke arrived at the university in 
1985. “I was very impressed that David’s 
name came up a lot with accounting 
firms that knew him,” he said. “He 
helped with placing students in jobs, 
which very few of us do. Generations of 
students have known him as an excel-
lent teacher and someone who took 
personal interest in them, which is a 
wonderful quality.”

When Haenicke, who has expe-
rienced severe heart disease himself, 
learned of Rozelle’s health situation, 
he thought the professor would end up 
retiring. “To my great surprise and my 
great joy and satisfaction, David said ‘I’m 
not going to do this and go sit in the park 
and feed pigeons. I’m going to continue 
to affect the lives of young people.’ And, 
remarkably, he did it. I was very touched 
by that.”

Haenicke established a scholarship 
in Rozelle’s name, something he says he 
seldom does. “I’m a great believer in tra-
dition, in honoring the people who built 
the institution,” he said.

While earning degrees at the Univer-
sity of Toledo, Michigan State University 
and WMU, Rozelle says his professors 
had a profound influence on him, which 
shows through in his “tough but fair” 
teaching approach. What gratifies him is 
seeing a student change from viewing ac-
counting as a difficult topic to seeing it as 
a challenge and prevailing. Sandy, who is 
now retired, also has a passion for teach-
ing and for her subject specialty, French 
language and culture, which she shared 
with her students in class and on trips. 
She and her husband both keep in contact 
with former students.

Ultimately, Rozelle decided to retire 
from teaching at the end of 2007. He is 
working to ensure that WMU will stay 
involved in the University Challenge 
after he leaves, and he plans to remain 
active in organ-donation advocacy. 
He currently serves on the Gift of Life 
Michigan’s board for organ recipients.

Something he and Sandy look for-
ward to is a winter trip to Nice, France, a 
city they have visited many times. These 
days when they are excursioning in Eu-
rope or elsewhere, Rozelle sometimes gets 
a few steps ahead of his wife. Sandy has to 
ask him to slow up, reminding him that 
she still has all her original parts. 

Poetry Mother

She is Mother and sometimes Mom

but never Mommy and

don’t tell her things she’s heard before

“the clouds are fluffy or puffy or even

 like mash potatoes.”

Try to impress her, say

“the lazy newspaper unties his shoes.”

Do not disturb her when she stands

in the yellow linoleum kitchen and

uses her poetry voice on daddy —

do not ask for breakfast or even

a glass of water.

She is not even Mother, just Elizabeth.

It would be best now just to go outside

eat from the berry bushes 

hide there until you hear

the mother voice coming back

singing showtunes

  “jeepers creepers”

mixing batter

  “where’d ya get those  

   peepers”

in a tin bowl

  “where’d ya get those  

   eyes”

then it is safe to ask for bandaids,

string cheese, tell her about the hole

you are digging in the backyard

and if you are very careful 

to never mention how

“the grass is grass-green or unicorns

 really exist”

never ask why “aren’t I allowed to have

 a Barbie doll?”

then she might let you lick

the pancake batter

off her wooden spoon.

 By Rose Swartz

 

Rose writes: “As a child growing up in 
a home of poets and English teachers, I 
assumed everyone’s parents were writers. 
I remember my mother reading poems to 
my father in preparation for performanc-
es. Her ‘poetry voice’ was always different 
than her mother voice. Her demeanor, I 
suppose, was, too. This poem is about my 
memory of those personas.” Rose Swartz 
received degrees in photography and Eng-
lish from Western Michigan University 
in 2006 and this fall accepted a teaching 
fellowship from Arizona State University 
where she is working on a master’s in 
poetry. Her poems have been published 
recently in the literary journal, Silk Road.

Rozelle

Thanks to a generous organ donor, David Rozelle has been able to enjoy an active life. He and wife 
Sandy, who love to travel, will be visiting Italy as retirees in January 2008.
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BOOKS, LIKE STRAY KITTENS, can take 
some time to find a home, but when
they do, the homecoming is jubilant.
Author Andy Mozina’s collection of short 
stories, “The Women Were Leaving the 
Men,” found its home-sweet-home with 
Wayne State University Press after a long 

and persistent search.  

Mozina, chair of 
the English Department 
at Kalamazoo College, 
has an index file full of 
well-documented cards 
to show for his dedica-
tion. He estimates he 
sent his book out nearly 
80 times to agents and 
publishers.

“I did come close 
to giving up,” said 
Mozina about his book, 
a labor of love whose 
stories span a 21-year 

period of writing, though most was 
compiled in a 10-year span. “But you 
can’t give up on (a book). There’s really 
no alternative.”

And now Mozina’s smart and eclectic 

collection of stories, a former finalist 
for the Mary McCarthy Prize in Short 
Fiction, has hit the shelves. In these 13 
stories, many of which were previously 
published in prominent literary maga-
zines, Mozina creates worlds in which 
the unusual often seems usual (cowboys 
piling themselves on top of each other 
all over the range) and the usual often 
becomes unusual (a young couple taking 
a trip out west that turns dark in a sur-
prising but believable turn of events). The 
stories start out deceptively simple, and 
gain complexity like a fine and aged wine.

In fact, the process of fermentation 
has a lot in common with Mozina’s  
approach

to writing. He starts with a first 
draft, which may come swiftly, but then 
the story is allowed to sit while vari-
ous elements rise to the surface. Then 
Mozina begins the process of crafting. “I 
want the voice and tone to be interest-
ing,” he said, “so the situation has to 
somehow be able to bring that out. The 
story has got to jar something loose that 
wasn’t there before.”

What Mozina aims at with his 

stories is a piece that makes sense using 
the “logic of feeling.” He works to “solve 
the story.”

 “Everything has to add up in a 
certain way before I’m done with it. And 
it can take a lot of going around to figure 
out the way in which it adds up,” he 
explained.

“When events, and the character, 
make sense, it surprises — has this 
aesthetic feel like if you hear a song you 
really like. It’s hard to say why you like 
that song, but it helps you to understand 
why people write songs, why they care 
about songs. You want to have that effect 
with a piece of writing.”

 Mozina said he often gets inspi-
ration from his reading, as well as from 
his creative-writing students at Kalama-
zoo College, to whom he recommends 
that they consider writing as an “ongoing 
apprenticeship” and doing it as something 
that “needs to be done for its own sake.”

 “The fundamental thing is you need 
to read and write a lot,” Mozina said, 
“and that’s probably more valuable than 
getting any specific piece of advice from 
someone else.”   

A Recipe for Perseverance
By Theresa Coty O’Neil

Andy Mozina
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MOST OF US ARE AWARE of the benefits of 
regular physical activity (lower choles-
terol levels and blood pressure, prevent-
ing osteoporosis, promoting brain health 
and reducing risk of heart disease just to 
name a few) and think it may be a good 
idea to take some steps to get in better 
shape. However, if you have been inactive, 
there are some safety precautions we’d 
like you to consider before jumping in to 
an exercise routine. 

The American Counsel of Exercise 
(ACE) recommends asking yourself the 
following questions if you are planning 
to start an exercise program. 

condition and should only participate 
in physical activity recommended by a 
doctor? 

chest when you do physical activity? 
When you are not participating in 
physical activity? While at rest, do you 
frequently experience fast, irregular 
heartbeats or very slow beats? 

balance, or lose consciousness? Have 
you fallen more than twice in the past 
year (no matter what the reason)? 

that could worsen as a result of physical 

or buttocks when you walk? 

medications? 

your feet that don’t seem to heal? 

weight loss in the past six months? 

should not participate in physical activ-
ity? 

If you answered “yes” to any of the 
above questions, you should see a physi-
cian before starting an exercise program.

If you answered “no” to all of these 
questions, you passed the first round and 

can be reasonably sure that you can safely 
take part in at least a moderate physical-
activity program.

If you want to exercise more vigor-
ously, and you are 
a man over 40 or a 
woman over 50, you 
should check with 
your physician be-
fore getting started. 

Once you have 
answered the ques-
tions and/or met 
with your physician, 
stay tuned to infor-
mation designed 
to help motivate 
you and help you 
succeed in your ex-
ercise program.    

John Howson 
is an ACE Personal 
Trainer and is the Fitness/Aquatic Director 
of the  Portage Kalamazoo County Family 
YMCA. For more information about fit-
ness, exercise programs, and developing an 
exercise program that is right for you, visit 
www.kzooymca.org.

Let’s Get Ready To Be Active!      
By John Howson

John Howson, M.A.
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Performing Arts
Plays

“Rabbit Hole” — This beautiful new play 
charts a couple’s bittersweet search for 
comfort in the darkest of places after a 
life-shattering accident. Jan. 10–12, 18, 
19, 25, 26, 8 p.m. Whole Art Theatre. Epic 
Theater, 359 S. Kalamazoo Mall. 343-7529.
“On Golden Pond” — This intimate 
family drama is laced with humor and 
heartwarming explorations of growing up 
and growing old. Jan 11, 12, 18, 19, 25, 26, 
8 p.m., Jan. 17, 7:30 p.m., Jan. 20, 2 p.m. 
Civic Theatre, 329 S. Park St. 343-1313.
“The Art of the One Act” — The late night 
series presents a compilation of one-act 
plays put together by West Michigan’s own 
Arnie Johnston and Deborah Ann Percy. 
Jan. 11, 12, 18, 19, 11 p.m. Whole Art The-
atre, 246 N. Kalamazoo Mall. 345-7529.

Musicals & Opera

“Evita” — Based on the larger-than-life 
persona of Eva Peron, 
this Andrew Lloyd Web-
ber musical is a gripping 
theatrical experience. 
Jan. 22–24, 7:30 p.m. 
Miller Auditorium, 
WMU, 387-2300.

Dance

“Swan Lake” with the 
St. Petersburg Ballet 
Theatre — The world 

famous dance company presents their 
production of this timeless ballet. Jan. 13, 3 
p.m. Miller Auditorium, WMU, 387-2300.
Chocolate Soiree — For a sweet evening 
join Wellspring/Cori Terry & Dancers for 
its first annual chocolate tasting, a delec-
table event that is sure to please. Jan. 31, 7 
p.m. Wellspring Theater, 359 S. Kalamazoo 
Mall. 342-4354.

Symphony

“We Have a Dream” — Playwright, actor 
and director Von Washington will join the 
KSO to narrate a musical celebration of the 
dream of Martin Luther King, Jr. Jan. 19, 8 
p.m. Miller Auditorium, WMU, 387-2300.

Chamber, Jazz, Orchestra
& Bands

Horn Day — Featuring Guest Artist 
Bernhard Scully, Jan. 19, 6:30 p.m. Dalton 
Center Recital Hall, WMU. 387-2300.
Young Concert Artists Series — Music of 
Emmanuel Ceysson, Harp. Jan. 27, 3 p.m. 
Dalton Center Rec. Hall, WMU. 387-2300.
Jazz Concert — Featuring music from the 
University Jazz Orchestra, Scott Cowan, 
director, and the University Jazz Lab Band, 
Tom Knific, director. Feb. 6, 8:15 p.m. Dal-
ton Center Recital Hall, WMU. 387-2300.

Vocal

Kalamazoo Singers — Presenting “Over 
the Rainbow and Beyond: The Music of 
Harold Arlen.” Featuring songs from the 
“Wizard of Oz” and many other popular 
titles by this composer. Feb. 3, 3 p.m. Dal-
ton Center Recital Hall, WMU. 373-1769.

Miscellaneous

Jungle Jack Hanna — Join this conserva-
tionist and ambassador to the animals as 
he brings his feathered and furry friends 
to the Miller stage. Jan. 27, 3 p.m. Miller 
Auditorium, WMU, 387-2300.

Visual Arts
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts
349-7775:

Kalamazoo Collects — See works from 
some of the great art collections in and 
around Kalamazoo, art that’s almost never 
on public display. Through Jan. 13.

Warhol, Chihuly and Others: Showcas-
ing New KIA Acquisitions — See a wide 
range of works, all of which have been 
added to the Permanent Collection since 
1998 when the KIA opened its newly reno-
vated facility. Through Jan. 27.
Jacob Lawrence — A collection of works 
from one of the most influential artists to 
emerge from the Harlem Renaissance era, 
containing nearly 100 lively colorful prints 
including 36 individual pieces plus three 
narrative series.
ARTbreak — Enjoy informal free lectures 
and presentations on art-related topics. 
“Jim Bridenstine as Collector,” Jan. 8, 
“Japanese Legends in Miniature: Netsuke 
in the KIA Collection,” Jan. 15, “Line King, 
The Al Hirshefeld Story (part 1),” Jan. 22, 
“Line King, The Al Hirshfeld Story (part 
2),” Jan. 29. Bring lunch to these 12:15 
sessions.

WMU Richmond Center for 
Visual Arts (RCVA)
387-2455

Sculptural Concepts: 1962–2007 — The 
exhibition will focus on an historical sur-
vey of three dimensional art practices and 
revolutionary changes that occurred over 
the last half of the 20th century and into 
the 21st. Artists include: Vito Accondi, 
Sol Lewit, Lawrence Weiner, Dan Flavin, 
Wade Guyton and others. Through 
Feb. 16.
Fiber Face — Cross Cultural Batik Col-
laborations — From Indonesia comes the 
work of Nia Filam and Agus Ismoyo
Isnugroho, artists-in-residence at WMU.

Park Trades Center
345-3311

Saniwax Gallery — “The Creative Awak-
enings Studio of Art” exhibit hosts ten 
artists displaying a variety of artistic medi-
ums. Opening reception, Jan. 4, 5–9 p.m. 
during the Art Hop. 326 West Kalamazoo 
Ave, Suite 209. Through Jan. 17.

All children are 

artists. The 

problem is 

how to remain 

an artist once 

grown up.

Pablo Picasso
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Miscellaneous

Art Hop — View the works of local artists 
at venues/galleries in downtown Kalama-
zoo. Jan. 4, 5 p.m. 342-5059.
Kiwanis Travel Series — “Postcards from 
Italy” will be presented by Steve McCurdy. 
Jan. 4, 7:30 p.m., Jan. 5, 3 p.m. Chenery 
Auditorium, 714 S. Westnedge. 381-4484.
“The Green Hornet” — Return to the 
exciting days of classic radio as the Green 
Hornet and Kato roar off on another 
adventure performed in the style of radio’s 
golden age. Jan. 12, 6 p.m. All Ears Theatre, 
First Baptist Church, 315 W. Michgan.

Literary Events

Kalamazoo Public Library
553-7809:

Reading Together Kick-Off — What’s 
Your Dream? — Voices inspired by Martin 
Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech. 
As part of our community’s annual Dr. 
King celebration, Jan. 13–20, Reading To-
gether’s kick-off event will feature the first 
person dreams of a diverse cross section 
of Kalamazoo, dreams for our children, 
our community, our nation, and the world. 
Jan. 15, 7–8:30 p.m. Central Library, Van 
Deusen Room.
They Blazed a Trail — Hear a panel tell 
their stories about the challenges and 
stresses that came with being the first Af-
rican American in a prominent position in 
some of Kalamazoo’s most important com-
panies. Jan. 17, 5–7 p.m. Central Library.
Reading Together Book & Lunch Series 
— Oral History: How memories shape 
individuals and cultures, a discussion 
of Animal Dreams led by local experts. 
Brown bag lunch welcome. Dessert and 
beverages provided. Jan. 18, 
12 noon–1 p.m. Central Library.
Poetry Feast: Amy McInnis Reading — A 
U.P. native, McInnis’ poems have appeared 
in The MacGuffin, Yemassee, Cimarron 
Review, and others. She earned her MFA 
at Western Michigan University. Jan. 22, 7 
p.m., Central Library.

Genealogy Lock-In — Enjoy a free after-
hours event just for genealogists! Registra-
tion required; call 553-7808 beginning 
Jan. 7. Event on Jan. 25, 6–10 p.m. Central 
Library, Local History Room.

Museums

Kalamazoo Valley Museum
373-7990:

The Things of History: Artifacts and 
Their Stories — Curator Tom Dietz ex-
amines intriguing objects in the Museum’s 
collection and explores the stories that 
make them an interesting window on the 
past. Jan. 13, 1:30 p.m.
Silent Film Festival — Four classic silent 
films presented with music by bLuE 
daHLia. Jan. 17, 8 p.m. “The General,” Jan. 
18, 8 p.m. “The Cat and the Canary,” Jan. 
19, 3 p.m. “7 Chances,” and 8 p.m. “Alias 
Jimmy Valentine.”

Air Zoo
382-6555:

Super Science Saturday — “Super Satel-
lites” is an event that will offer hands-on 

experiments and activities to teach about 
space satellites, how they work and what 
they do for us. Jan. 26.

Nature

Kalamazoo Nature Center
381-1574

Winter Discovery Family Camp —  Join 
us for a F.U.N. (Families United with 
Nature) program. Discover how natural-
ists make a walk into a wonderful hike of 
adventure. Jan. 4, 1–4 p.m.
Bears, Oh My! — Michigan is home to the 
black bear. Learn about its behavior along 
with grizzlies and polar bears. Participate 
in activities to learn what is necessary to 
survive as a bear! Jan. 13, 2 p.m.

(continued on page 53)

Mothers can be helpful in many ways, 
including choosing a career. When 20-
year-old Henry Fonda was looking for 
work in Omaha, he went to the mother 
of another not-yet-famous actor, Marlon 
Brando. Dorothy Brando operated a 
theater in Omaha and needed help 
running it. She gave Fonda a job and let 
the young man do some acting, too. The 
thespian bug was firmly planted. Less 
than 10 years later, Henry Fonda made 
his Broadway debut, and a year after that 
he was in Hollywood making movies. 
He became so adept at acting in the 
movies that he collected the nickname 

“One-take Henry.” He also started a 
family that would become a Tinseltown 
dynasty. Between Henry, daughter Jane, 
and son Peter, the Fondas have collected 
three Oscars, one Tony, one Emmy and 
five Golden Globe awards. Not bad for 
a small-town boy from Nebraska who 
wasn’t sure of a career path.

STEPPING BACK
WITH THE ARTS

Please send notification of activities to: 
Encore “Events of Note”

350 South Burdick St., Suite 316
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

E-mail: events@encorekalamazoo.com
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home from an evening 
social at the Paw Paw Free 
Baptist Church, she met a 
friend who said, “It does 
beat all how well you are 
now! Do you really believe 
it was that celery com-
pound medicine that did it 
all?” Sarah leaned forward 
and breathily whispered, 
“I know it was, with the 
blessing of God attending 
it.”

Wells, Richardson & 
Co. of Burlington, Vt., the 
proprietors of the wonder-
ful remedy, deeply appre-
ciated Sarah’s testimonial, 
so much so that they in-
cluded it — along with an 
engraving of her likeness 
captioned in bold type: “I 
want all the world to know 
of the medicine that saved
my life” — in the company’s special pro-
motional pamphlet published in 1892.

What the Paw Paw church lady 
could not have known about the life-
saving elixir — because neither local, 
state or federal law required a statement 
of contents on the label — was that the 
Vermont proprietors had taken the pre-
caution of augmenting celery’s curative 
powers with the distilled essence of co-
coa leaves, the source of cocaine. And to 
ensure that their bottles not burst dur-
ing Michigan’s cold winters, they had 
incorporated 21 percent alcohol into the 
solution — purely as an antifreeze, of 
course. Small wonder that the old lady 

HE GRAVE YAWNED wide” 
as Sarah S. Hoskins hovered 
“near death’s door.” It was in 

early 1891 that the prominent 
Paw Paw church woman began to go 
lame in her lower limbs. Within months 
she “could not walk across the house 
without the help of a cane.” She devel-
oped “quite a cough,” lost her appetite, 
and her “flesh wasted away.” She (and 
her friends) thought, “I could live but a 
short time.”

It was then that someone told her 
about Paine’s Celery Compound, “the 
great nerve and brain strengthener and 
restorer.” She limped down to G.W. Ty-
ler’s Drugstore and handed over a dollar 
for her first bottle emblazed with a huge 
head of celery, the crunchy vegetable 
long cherished as a folk medicine for 
nerve problems.

Before she had swallowed half a 
bottle’s worth, a container that curious-
ly resembled a fifth of whiskey, she “felt 
sure it was helping me.” She improved 
rapidly and soon found herself walk-
ing without her cane down to Tyler’s 
Drugstore for flask after flask of the 
wonderful elixir. When happily striding 

felt “so well” after each dose.
Civil War general William Wells, 

his several brothers, and A.E. Richardson 
founded a firm in 1872 to market whole-
sale drugs. Some time later they pur-
chased the formula for a celery panacea 
from a Burlington widow, the mysterious 
Mrs. Paine, although by the early 20th 
century they attributed its invention to a 
distinguished medical college professor, 
Edward E. Phelps, M.D.

Thanks to a generous advertising 
budget and a slew of ebullient testimo-
nials by users, the celery compound 
became a national best seller, rendering 
its producers very wealthy men. Sales 

 We all know celery is 

good for us, but we 

should take heed of 

what is served with it!

Paine Celery Compound promised to be a virtual panacea.

When in Pain — Please 
Pass the Paine’s — Hiccup!
By Larry Massie

“
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A law firm focusing on estate 
planning, estate settlement, and 
the transfer of wealth.

211 East Water Street, Suite 401 
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

remained strong for half a century, 
especially through the Prohibition era. 
Repeal in 1933 finally did it in. The firm 
had earlier diversified, adding profitable 
sidelines: “Diamond Dyes” for household 
coloring of cloth and “Lactated Food for 
Infants and Invalids,” a “sure cure for 
cholera infantum,” and these brought 
continued success after the demise of the 
celery compound.

By the early 1890s, a distressing 
number of competitors had begun horn-
ing in on the original celery medicine 
racket, most notably in Kalamazoo, 
Mich.

Beginning in the 1850s, Dutch im-
migrants with large families (es-
sential in the labor-intensive task 

of celery growing) had developed the 
lush swampland surrounding Kalama-
zoo into choice muck plats. By the 1890s 
some 350 celery growers cultivated more 
than 4,000 acres, making Kalamazoo 
and environs the nation’s largest, single, 
celery-growing district.

Capitalizing on the “Celery City’s” 
growing reputation, other entrepreneurs 
entered the patent medicine arena. 
The largest, the P.L. Abbey Co., bottled 
celery tonics at an 11,000 square-foot 
factory on Walbridge Street. The Hall 

Brothers invented Celerine Compound 
and Celery Compound, which con-
tained both celery and catnip. Others 
included the Kalamazoo Medicine Com-
pany’s Celery Pepsin Bitters and the 
Quality Drug Stores’ Kalamazoo Celery 
and Sarsaparilla Compound. All prom-
ised miraculous cures for wide-ranging 
ailments.

Still others seized on celery’s other 
folk medicine attribute — that it was a 
sexual stimulant. The Celery Medicine 
Co. promoted its Celery Tonic Bitters 
via trade cards depicting three sets of 

amorous couples aged 7, 17 and 70. Erst-
while, local inventor Samuel J. Dunkley 
distributed post cards picturing storks 
delivering babies over celery fields, a less 
than subliminal advertisement for his 
Celerytone.

Back in Burlington, Vt., the brothers 
Wells and Richardson were not about to 
let these usurpers gobble up the celery-
medicine market lying down. One of 
the last things he did, it seems, before 
old Gen. Wells died in April 1892 was 
to level the company’s promotional can-
nons at Michigan.

!

Local entrepreneur Samuel J. Dunkley promoted his Celerytone elixir as a sexual stimulant.
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Massie

The company produced a 32-page 
pamphlet called “Our Album: Special 
Edition for Ohio and Michigan.” After an 
initial few pages of thumbnail sketches 
of “eminent men of Ohio and Michi-
gan” including none other than Senator 
Francis B. Stockbridge of Kalamazoo, the 
publication commenced its real message 
— 31 half-page testimonials by satisfied 
Paine’s Celery Compound users. Fully 
27 of that number were Michiganders, 
revealing the actual thrust of the piece.

From Kalamazoo, Jefferson J. 
Wilder, a South Edwards Street jeweler, 
wrote that he had “been a great suf-
ferer for many years from inflammatory 
rheumatism and nervous prostration.” 
After spending “much money” on doc-
tors, he “had given up hope.” Following 
the quaffing of one bottle of Paine’s, he 
became “a new man.”

Testimonials from men such as 
Wilder were not the norm — women 
emerged as the real beneficiaries of the 

alcohol/narcotic cocktail — during an era 
that denied all but “bad ones” entrance 
through the swinging saloon doors that 
lined the streets of Kalamazoo and other 
Michigan communities. In the privacy of 
their homes, however, maidens, moth-
ers and matrons could quaff medicine 
without even comprehending why Paine’s 
made the day so much brighter.

From the Van Buren hamlet of 
Glendale, Clara Butterfield wrote 
that “death knocked at her door.” 

First came a severe bout of the grippe 
(a contemporary term for influenza), 
followed by pneumonia that brought 
on heart trouble, “and my head would 
nearly go wild, it was so bad.” A few 
bottles of Paine’s later, and, she said, “I 
feel like a new woman.”

In nearby Bangor, Mrs. M.E. Wright 
was “saved from awful agony.” After five 
years of suffering from nerve and heart 
troubles, “with a terrible throbbing of my 

heart whenever trying to perform any 
kind of labor” and unable to sleep nights 
“on account of my nerves,” a couple of 
bottles of Paine’s did the trick. Wright 
quoted her physician, Dr. J. Camp, as 
saying, “He must confess that Paine’s has 
performed a miracle in my case.”

Another physician, 73-year-old Dr. 
D.W. Halstead from Adrian, doctored 
himself with the panacea. He was at-
tacked by neuralgia in the kidneys, a 
paralyzed urethra and shaking palsy. 
“I thought that I should go crazy,” he 
wrote. After taking Paine’s, he gained 
weight and felt “ten years younger.” The 
doctor began prescribing it to 10 of his 
patients with diverse diseases and, he 
assured, “they are all doing nicely.”

“May God bless you for sending out 
such a medicine,” he wrote.

Of course, some stubborn cases 
required more of Paine’s than others. It 
took 10 bottles of the elixir to buoy up 
Nancy M. Prettyman of Berrien Springs. 
“It strengthened her nerves and did her a 
world of good,” wrote her son. Since his 
mother evidently felt so good, she herself 
could not pick up pen.

Similarly, Mrs. H.J. Fraker’s husband 
wrote from Hastings that after despair-
ing of treatment by several physicians, 

The alcohol and drug-laden Paine’s brought 
Sarah Hoskins, a prominent Paw Paw church 
woman, back from “death’s door.”
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15 bottles of Paine’s had rescued his wife 
“from slavery to sick headache.”

No less than “thirteen of the best 
physicians” had told Mrs. M.J. Wise of 
Marshall that “there was no cure for 
me.” Nine doses of Paine’s later and “the 
pain left and I can go to bed and sleep all 
night.” After downing only three bottles 
she noticed: “I can sing quite a little.” So 
grateful for her new state was she that 
she said: “I would be willing to kiss the 
hem of the man’s garment who made 
Paine’s Celery Compound.”

While consumers did not know 
the brown bottle’s contents, the black-
hearted Vermont bottlers did, and that 
knowledge did not prevent them from 
touting testimonials promoting Paine’s 
as equally good for little children.

More than one mother found Paine’s 
ideal for quieting bawling babies. Mrs. 
M.V. Gouin wrote from Detroit: “When 
my baby was six weeks old, she was all 
one scab.” Two weeks after spooning 
down Paine’s, the mother noted that the 
sores disappeared and “she is perfectly 
well.”

Ella Kress of Ypsilanti had not had a 
night’s rest for 18 months following the 
birth of her son. The tyke suffered from 
spasms and liver trouble, and the family 

The Paine Company billed its alcohol and 
narcotic mixture as ideal for this six-month-old 
sufferer.
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physician “never thought he could live.” 
A week’s worth of Paine’s and “he com-
menced to gain” and is now “the picture 
of health,” she wrote. So pleased was Ella 
that she and her mother began guzzling 
the stuff and also began to “sleep like 
children.”

That a gulp or two of alcohol and 
cocaine would bring on sleep is small 
wonder. Peaceful slumber is a common 
thread through the testimonials. An old 
spinster from Paw Paw, Calista Hogmire, 
a name to be reckoned with, had suf-
fered from various stomach and nerve 
complaints for 30 years before dosing 
herself with Paine’s and soon finding: “I 
can sleep well nights.” She added: “It’s a 
wonderful medicine and I have induced 
a great many to take it.”

Whether Hogmire had been the one 
who turned on neighbor Sarah Hoskins 
to the panacea we can never know for 
sure. But what we do know is that the 
Rev. Anna Barton signed a statement 
authenticating the truthfulness of Sarah’s 
testimonial. The Rev. Barton was pastor 
of the Paw Paw Free Baptist Church, one 
of the few denominations that then al-
lowed women to take the pulpit, and one 
that had taken an early, strong stand in 
favor of prohibition of alcohol.

Barton, herself of a poetic turn of 
mind, had published a volume of verse, 
“For Friendship’s Sake,” in Kalamazoo 
in 1882. A major section of the book 
includes her many poems promoting 
abstinence from alcohol. Typical of her 
effusions is this stanza from “Advice To 
Girls”:

“No lips shall ever press my own,  
 that hold
The cruel glass between their love  
 and mine.
No guide I’ll trust across life’s dan- 
 gerous sea,
Whose hand is weakened by his  
 love of wine.”

Of course, celery-flavored patent 
medicine was, evidently, another  
matter. 

Suddenly, I respect cheerleaders

 in their tiny skirts who kick up their legs
even though the score is hopeless. Look at that one,

doing a back flip even though her mother has a lump in her breast
and the lab won’t call until Monday. I suddenly respect the daffodils
folded by a weeklong snowstorm, their heads pasted to the dirt.

They held their starch for a day after I cut and put them in water.
the bulbs, even now, store up for another April. And cicada
that climb from seventeen years beneath the ground, scrambling

up anything vertical to sing for their mate and die. I respect
the sadness an octopus must endure with its sharp eyes and three hearts,
and the fly inside my window believing there is a way out.

By Marion Boyer

Marion writes, “This poem came to me on one of those days when I felt troubles pile 
up, like many of us do. In those times I rely on optimism to pull through.” Marion is an 
emeritus professor of communication at Kalamazoo Valley Community College. She 
has authored a chapbook, “Green,” and her essays and poetry have been published in 
a variety of magazines and literary journals. One of her poems was recently awarded 
first place in a contest sponsored by the Chicago-based journal, Rhino.
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T AN EARLY AGE, Ryan Reedy 
knew what he wanted to be — a 
rich businessman.

He didn’t know what business — 
just so long as it was a successful one. 
As an entrepreneur, his options were 
wide open, even if his bank account 
when he began the first of his business 
ventures was marginal. But he was only 
19 at the time. Not many of us have fat 
bank accounts at that age.

Yet even then, Reedy saw time slip-
ping away. He only had 11 years if he 
was to make his first financial goal of 
having $10 million in assets by the time 
he was 30. 

At 33, sitting in his downtown of-
fice above his restaurant, Monaco Bay, 
Reedy readily admitted he exceeded 
that goal. But it took a little more than a 
decade of hard work, learning hard les-
sons and refining his focus to become a 
major player in Kalamazoo’s downtown 
development.

The flashiest signs of Reedy’s 
success are in moving light displays 
on East Michigan, two blocks east of 

Burdick. The displays advertise Monaco 
Bay, an energized piano bar now in its 
seventh year. Just a block south on Ed-
wards Street is his latest venture, Wild 
Bull, a modern country-western bar that 
attracts a young professional, mixed-
drink crowd mingling with somewhat 
older patrons who still like their coun-
try music loud.

Both restaurants fall under the 
umbrella of Metro Properties and Reedy 
Corp., management companies solely 
owned by Reedy. His properties include 
the Rosenbaum Building, which houses 
Monaco Bay; land between there and 
Wild Bull for future projects; and sev-
eral apartment buildings, including the 
Prange Building on Rose Street.

It’s been a good decade for Reedy.
He grew up in Port Clinton, Ohio, 

but the family moved to Brighton, 
Mich., when he was a high school ju-
nior. After high school, “All my friends 
came to Western,” Reedy said, and he 
decided to join them in Kalamazoo, but 
not at WMU. “I never went to Western. 
I went to Kalamazoo Valley.” He was in 

a hurry to get out of the classroom and 
into business.

“I always wanted to be an entrepre-
neur,” he said. “I had many failures, and 
a few successes. I started young, when I 
was 19.”

Reedy had read “Entrepreneur” 
magazine for a number of years, and 
started out by buying franchises. His 
first was Doctor’s Choice for dealing 
with medical office records, but he 
quickly realized that meant he had to 
type in a lot of the records himself, not 
something he wanted to do. “I did it for 
a bit, and it pretty much died down. I 
lost a little bit of money there.”

He started another company called 
Drink Smart, a franchise breathalyzer 
machine to be put in bars and restaurants 
with the idea of confirming to patrons 
what the bartender probably already 
knew, that they had had enough. “I went 
out and bought a bunch of those and 
put them around town. That was neat. It 
worked well at the beginning. It made a 
bunch of money at the beginning.”

But then the machines would break 

Ryan Reedy enjoys the view from his roof deck atop the Rosenbaum Building.
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down and he’d have to keep going out to 
fix them. The novelty and dependability 
for patrons quickly wore off. “I lost a 
bunch of money there.”

Next he tried to build a house on 
speculation. He was able to hire the 
contractors to get the house built, but 
the market wasn’t what he hoped. “I 
built it at a bad time. That didn’t work 
out.”

He may have had a string of fail-
ures, but he was closing in on the key 
to his success: real estate. The next 
thing Reedy tried was to buy a four-unit 
apartment building. “I had to chase a 
lot of rent. But I was fortunate. I grew 
up in a family where my dad was very 
mechanical.” He learned enough from 
his dad that he could fix the household 
mechanical issues without paying other 
people to do it for him. “That was my 
savior.”

It was a small start, but Reedy was 
on his way. “I was always looking 
for a better way to do what I was 

doing ... I was going to seminars, read-

ing books. My objective was to be in big 
business, whatever business that’s in. 
It’s certainly helpful to find something 
that your strengths are in.” He found 
his strengths in real estate, but Reedy 
insists: “I believe I can go into any busi-
ness and do it better.”

He bought other small apartment 
units, but Reedy’s movement into real 
estate really expanded when he bought 
the Prange Building on Rose Street 
across from the downtown Kalama-
zoo Public Library. Real estate agents 
working with Reedy, however, weren’t 
confident about the move.

“They thought, ‘Oh boy; this is 
the one that’s going to take me down,’ 
because downtown wasn’t doing well 
back in 1998.”

But he spent enough time around 
campus apartments to know the appeal 
the 14 large, classically designed units 
in the Prange building could have. 
“These students would love it. The stu-
dents would think it was the best thing 
they ever lived in.”

Reedy was determined to buy it, 

but it took a while. “It was the biggest 
challenge of my life,” he said. Numerous 
banks turned him down, but what else 
could he expect for a 23-year-old try-
ing to buy an old and tired downtown 
apartment building and turn it around. 
Reedy worked the angles and put to-
gether the financing, and the residential 
apartments in the building are now full 
and doing well.

“I think my first real success was 
my apartments. My apartments were 
better than other apartments because I 
made them better.”

With the success of the Prange 
Building, he turned his sights on the 
Rosenbaum Building on East Michigan 
and Edwards. It holds the downtown 
post office, and used to be the site years 
ago of the clothier Redwood and Ross. 
He bought the building in 2000, but 
couldn’t attract retail and office tenants 
for the space.

“Monaco Bay came from the in-
ability to find a tenant for the bottom of 
this building. I couldn’t get anybody to 
lease downtown. I still can’t really get 

The Rosenbaum is home of Monaco Bay, Reedy Corporation head-
quarters and, potentially, the next Ryan Reedy dining or entertain-
ment venture.

The Prange Building was Ryan Reedy’s first large, 
commercial real-estate venture.
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Reedy

anybody to lease retail or office space.”
But he couldn’t let the open space 

on the first floor stand vacant. So he 
decided to fill it himself.

“I’m always looking for the next 
business. I always felt I was going to 
have multiple businesses.” In 2000, 
Reedy thought it was time to go into the 
restaurant and bar business — but not 
just any kind of restaurant.

“I was going to Vegas, and saw 
these piano bars out there. I thought it 
seemed like it would be the best oppor-
tunity for the bottom of this building. I 
finally said, ‘I’m going to do it.’”

Reedy found some partners to help 
him operate Monaco Bay, and then 
came the financing. “I had to round up 
the money, which is always the chal-
lenge. When you’re young and a nobody, 
everybody assumes you’re going to fail.” 

He eventually worked out a deal 
that allowed him to build Monaco Bay, 
but Reedy realized from the start he was 
going to have to do much more if he was 
going to keep people coming back and 
making it a success.

“There weren’t many venues that 
offered the older crowd 25 and up an 
experience that was tailored to them.” 
Reedy thought the dueling piano shows 
at Monaco with the patrons dictating 

what they want to hear 
would provide the vibrant 
atmosphere that crowd 
would love.

“We certainly have 
a college presence, but I 
think we’re leaning more 
to the 25–50, 25–60-year-
olds,” he said. “I think we 
created this far away ex-
perience ... What’s better 
than playing the songs that everybody 
knows, in a high energy, interactive 
environment?”

Reedy also put a lot of effort into 
the design of the restaurant. “I get a lot 
of credit for the design,” he said. “Peo-
ple don’t put that kind of emphasis on 
space.” But the design was part of what 

Reedy was selling to his customers. It 
was part of the six points he identifies 
as the hospitality success model for his 
companies.

“Number one is concept. Number 
two is the room. Then it’s the product. 
Then it’s the service. Then it’s the enter-
tainment, and then it’s the marketing. 

Reedy’s most recent venture is the Wild Bull 
Saloon and Steakpit located on Edwards 
Street directly behind Monaco Bay.

Patrons of the Wild Bull enjoy watching as a customer tries her 
luck riding the mechanical bull.
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You do those six things consistently, 
and people are going to continue to 
come back.”

Reedy was trying to make Monaco 
Bay something Kalamazoo hadn’t seen 
before, and he thinks he succeeded. 

“It’s seven years strong and doing 
well, and people are having a great 
time, because I created this experience. 
I created this incredible, take you to 
another place experience. Other people 
just build bars. I build an experience,” 
Reedy said. “It was unique, it was 
built right. If you want to be in there, 
you love being in there.” The crowds 
Monaco Bay draws seem to prove him 
right. 

“It paid for itself in the first year. I 
put a half-million dollars in and it made 
it. That was exciting, to pay off my in-
vestment in one year.” Reedy said. “That 
was really my big break, very small 
from where I wanted to go, but very big 
in the sense it created a lot of cash flow. 
It allowed me to develop more.”

Monaco Bay also identified 
Reedy as a major player in 
downtown Kalamazoo’s 

development. “I was on the radar for 
people for my ability to create new 
things that work, and continue to work. 

That’s the real test. Can you start some-
thing and make it last?”

Many businesses can succeed in 
creating a good concept, but once it’s up 
and running, “then it’s boring,” Reedy 
said. “Then you get tired and irritated, 
dealing with all that crap, dealing with 
all those people. But that’s the key 
to business, those redundant funda-
mentals that you need to do again and 
again.”

Still, his success with Monaco Bay 
didn’t assure success with Reedy’s next 
project, and even he wasn’t sure what 
his next major effort should be. 

Reedy had several ideas that he’s 
floated for the Rosenbaum Building and 
the property behind it, drawing enough 
interest that press coverage made refer-
ence to his properties as the Kalamazoo 
version of Grand Rapids’ multi-enter-
tainment venue, The BOB (for Big Old 
Building). 

“We had gone through quite a few 
concepts. We had front-page press (on 
plans for a) mini-replica of the Colise-
um in Rome. We would offer food there, 
too. Thank god I didn’t do that, because 
Wild Bull has been such a success.”

Opening in May of 2007, Wild Bull 
“captured a whole different personality, 
which we learned this weekend when 

hunting season started.” The interview 
with Reedy was in November just after 
hunting season opened. That first week-
end, half the normal crowd was gone.

But it was a sign they had reached 
their target market by providing a 
modern country experience. Reedy said 
he and the people he worked with spent 
years trying to come up with the best 
idea for the new place. “We went back 
and forth a lot of times, always contra-
dicting my thoughts.”

And despite the success of Monaco 
Bay, financing wasn’t a slam dunk for 
the new venture.

“Even to go to the next one, Wild 

Lori, Brody and Ryan Reedy.
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Bull, we had a couple of banks that said 
it won’t work.” But the crowds com-
ing to the country bar, complete with 
mechanical bull, have proved the banks 
wrong again.

Reedy’s next venture is liable to be 
just above Monaco Bay. 

“This building still has a second 
and third floor to build out,” he said. 
“There’s more things for us to offer. 
There’s more things for us to do. The 
big thing I get with Monaco Bay and 
Wild Bull is — people love it, but they 
say, ‘God, are you ever going to build 
something where it’s quieter? Where we 
can go up there relax, have a drink?’ So 
that’s a need that has to be filled.”

People also need a quieter place for 
dinner to begin the evening. “We offer 
dinner, but it’s a high-energy dinner 
experience. We’re still not offering a 
pre-nightlife dinner experience down 
here. So the second floor could be that. 
I’ve got 20,000 square feet. I could do 
something extremely interesting.”

Yet the young businessman is also 
aware of the problem of competing 
against himself.

“After we built Wild Bull, Monaco 
Bay did take a 20-percent hit. We don’t 
want to dilute the capital investments of 
these projects.”

But such caution isn’t going to stop 
him. “We’re always looking for some-
thing,” Reedy said. “It’s all about the 
experience. My success to date has been 
my ability to create incredible experi-
ences in real estate, restaurants and 
bars, and we want to keep doing that. 
But I also spent the last five or 10 years 
really developing my administrative 
abilities, my ability to manage a com-
pany, my ability to market it, to operate 
and account for it, and to look bigger.”

His focus remains downtown. “I 
always thought what a gorgeous down-
town Kalamazoo has. Who has build-
ings like this? Who has architecture like 
this?” While not identifying himself 
as a historical preservationist, Reedy 
would like to make more use of historic 
architecture. “I like to update historical 

Reedy
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properties, I like to blend them. I love 
history. I love using it, but I don’t need 
to take it back to its exact place” of the 
way a building used to be.

It’s the blend of historical and new 
projects that Reedy sees as being vital 
to downtown Kalamazoo. He praises 
major local developers who have started 
new projects or have new plans on the 
drawing board.

Reedy argues that the “single-most 
important thing downtown needs is 
higher-density residential in a medium-
range capacity. We need to put 500 dense 
apartment units that rent from $700 to 
$1,000 in downtown so those people will 
hang out and walk around more. The 
problem is this: Downtown Kalamazoo 
is an island, and like any island, people 
only go to it on the weekends and for 
vacation, and that’s where we’re at. We 
can’t get the seven-days-a-week dinner 
business down here because people are 
going to go where it’s convenient. People 
are going to go where it’s on their way 
home or it’s close by.”

Ideas Reedy is working with in-
clude building condominiums in places 
like the site of the old police station, 
across the street from the Prange Build-
ing, and perhaps turning the Prange 
Building into condos itself.

But he also mentions things far 
away from what he’s done before, like 
building an ethanol plant.

“I’m at the point now where I can 
grow, and I’m looking at new oppor-
tunities. People are saying, stick with 
what you know. But I wouldn’t be here if 
I stuck with what I know.”

Reedy admits his friends chuckled 
at him when he told them he wanted to 
reach $10 million in assets by the time 
he reached 30. When he exceeded that, 
he set his new goal of $100 million in 
assets by the time he’s 40.

“I want a billion dollars in assets 
by the time I’m 60,” Reedy said. “I don’t 
want to do small projects anymore. 
Time is ticking here. Before you know 
it, you’re 50. Then what have you got 
done?” 
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Taking a small glimpse into Willi 
Hough’s life story is much like 
examining a core sample of Ant-

arctic ice — multi-layered and full of little 
surprise bits of interesting stuff. 

Hough, who currently lives with 
his wife, Ellen, at Friendship Village in 
Kalamazoo, has been an explorer, an 
active duty and reserve officer in the U.S. 
Navy, a teacher, a stockbroker, a computer 
pioneer, a civil-defense deputy director, 
a husband and a father. In his over eight 
decades on this planet, Hough has writ-
ten computer programs for equipment 
used in the cleanup of nuclear waste, has 
helped young minds grow, and lived for 
one year in an isolated spot where very 
few have ever ventured — the Amundsen-
Scott South Pole station in Antarctica. 

In 1957, famed geographer Dr. Paul 
Siple and a group of 17 men — including 
then 33-year-old Willi Hough — made 
history as part of the observance of the 
International Geophysical Year (IGY). 
During one long Antarctic winter, they 
helped expand the rudimentary South 
Pole base station being established by the 
U.S. Navy Seabees. The late Dr. Siple first 
went to Antarctica as a Boy Scout with 

Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the first Byrd 
expedition of 1928–30. Siple was one of 
the leading forces behind gathering the 
nine American scientists and nine active-
duty Navy men who spent 1957 study-
ing in the Antarctic, the continent that 
contains 70 percent of the planet’s fresh 
water frozen as ice, and 90 percent of all 
the world’s ice.

As part of the first group from the 
United States ever to spend the winter 
at the South Pole, Hough researched the 
ionosphere. “My role was to observe the 
ionosphere from the fixed location of the 
South Pole,” he states. “I wanted to study 
the reflective characteristics of the ioniza-
tion and see how the total lack of sunlight 
would affect it. I was naïve enough back 
then to wonder if it would actually disap-
pear.”

Hough and his companions were also 
the first to witness sunset and sunrise at 
the South Pole, events that are separated 
in Antarctica by six months of dark-
ness. On Sept. 18, 1957, in the depths 
of the austral winter, the temperature at 
the Amundsen-Scott station dropped to 
minus 107 degrees F (minus 77.2 degrees 
C), the coldest temperature ever recorded 

on Earth at the time.
Looking back, Willi says he was 

mostly undeterred by the ice and the 
bleak landscape of the South Pole. The 
average summer temperature at the South 
Pole is a balmy, minus 17.5 degrees below 
zero F (minus 27.5 degrees below zero 
C); and the average winter temperature 
is a brisk, minus 76 degrees below zero 
F ( minus 60 degrees below zero C). As 
a hardy, native New Englander, born in 
Greenfield, Mass., Hough recalls camping 
in the snow in minus 30 degrees below 
zero F temperatures with his Boy Scout 
troop in Vermont. “As Boy Scouts, we 
would routinely ski in to the campsites, 
carrying 50-pound backpacks,” he notes. 
“I really enjoyed that — and it fueled my 
youthful desire to go on some type of 
expedition.”

William S. Hough used to go by the 
name Bill, until he was dubbed “Willi” 
in the 1950s, when he and two other 
friends — both also named Bill — be-
gan rock climbing together in Southern 
California. “When you’re on a rope, going 
around corners and can’t see each other, 
it’s important to know which guy you’re 
talking to if you need to hold on tight or 

Willi Hough, who now spends his time invest-
ing in the markets on his computer, once 
wrote code and programs for the U.S. Navy. 
In 1957, he was part of the first group from the 
United States to spend the winter at the South 
Pole, and as a tribute to his efforts, a glacier 
was named after him.

Willi Hough, 33, ionosphere  
observation, South Pole, 1957.
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give some slack,” he quips. “The first time 
we three Bills went climbing, we almost 
fell off one rock face from the name con-
fusion.” Even though he didn’t continue 
climbing his whole life, he embraced the 
nickname and the sense of adventure. 

That need to explore always came up 
in conversation when I was in college and 
while I was in the Navy. Once I heard of 
the build-up for the International Geo-
physical Year (IGY), I applied and began 
researching everything I could find on the 
South Pole and its exploration.”

After he was accepted into the 
group of IGY volunteers heading 
to Antarctica, Hough first spent 

two months training at the ionosphere 
research station in Barrow, Alaska, and 
at the nearby Geophysical Institute in 
Fairbanks. He also helped to develop 
instrumentation necessary to monitor 
magnetic storms.

“One device turned out to be a 
dismal failure because critical parts of 
the vacuum tube were made of natural 
mica, which meant the tubes could not be 
exactly replicated,” he says. “The aurora 
displays there in the Arctic Circle region 

were incredible. Because they are almost 
directly overhead, it looks like fireworks 
raining down.” Hough also had to cross-
train in other areas of expertise for the 
expedition, including how to run the 
earthquake seismograph. 

Preparing for the trip meant packing 
for any type of contingency. A pair of tin 
snips was high on the list of necessary 
items. When Hough asked Dr. Siple why, 
he was told: “If there’s a problem, you may 
have to make something out of recycled 
tin cans.”

There were no major accidents or 
incidents for the team that year, Hough 
states, in part because they were very 
well prepared for any contingency. “It 
was often disappointingly dull,” he quips. 
“Almost everything went well.”

However, in the spring, the airlift 
squad attempted to drop in a new D2 Cat-
erpillar tractor, but the large, heavy piece 
of equipment became entangled in the 
straps on one of the three huge, 100-foot 
diameter parachutes used in the drop. 
When the tractor hit the ground, Hough 
says the impact looked like an “Old Faith-
ful ice geyser.” The men then dragged 
the broken vehicle out of its 30-foot-deep 

crater to use for spare parts.
The scientific disciplines under 

study during that first wintering-over at 
the Pole included meteorology, glaciol-
ogy, geo-magnetism, aurora/air glow, and 
earthquake seismology. Hough recalls 
the difficulty the four meteorologists had 
in launching their daily weather bal-
loons in the frigid climate. “The balloons 
didn’t survive well in the 70-below-zero 
temperatures or when hitting ice shards 
upon landing, so they had to improvise 
and experiment,” he remembers.

“The meteorologists found that 
wrapping them in old parachute material, 
then dipping them in diesel oil prior to 
inflating them with hydrogen helped to 
preserve them. It took almost six hours 
to prepare, calibrate the instruments and 
launch one balloon. With all the flam-
mable oil and materials, we were lucky 
nothing exploded or caught fire during 
those launches.”

The Amundsen-Scott station was 
built at 9,000 feet above sea level, on the 
Antarctic ice sheet in the continental 
interior at the geographic South Pole. 
The United States has three year-round 
stations in Antarctica, all of which are 
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This print shows the aircraft 
Que Sera Sera, the first plane 
ever to land at the South 
Pole (October 31, 1956). The 
print is autographed by pilot 
Conrad C. “Gus” Shinn.
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With the temperature 
in the minus 30’s, Willi 
Hough rides on skis be-
hind a 24-foot parachute. 
As the polar summer 
waned and winds picked 
up, he was forced to put 
an end to his fun.
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OPEN DAILY
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OPEN DAILY

Kalamazoo Valley 
Museum presents

January & 
February Events 
For Adults 

Free Sunday Documentaries 
Sundays, 1:30 pm – Inclement Weather 
1/6 - Mystery of the Megaflood 
1/20 - 1980 Tornado from Channel 3 News 
Sundays, 3:00 pm – Ancient History 
1/6 - Egypt’s Golden Empire I  
1/20 - Egypt’s Golden Empire II 

Reading Together Film 

Music At The Museum 

Artist To Icon Film Series 

Thursday, February 7, 8 pm, Free  
Kalamazoo filmmaker Dhera Strauss presents 
her documentary about local band Los Bandits, 
in conjunction with 2008’s book selection, 
Animal Dreams by Barbara Kingsolver.

Thursdays, 7:30 pm, $5 
Great music the way it should be – eclectic and 
performed live in a fine acoustic listening room! 
2/14 - The Royal Garden Trio (Jazz, Ann Arbor)

Thursdays, 7:30 pm, Free 
These films supplement our special exhibit 
Artist to Icon: Early Photographs of Elvis, Dylan, 
and the Beatles. 
1/31 - Jailhouse Rock (1957) 
2/21 - A Hard Day’s Night  (1964)

Film Movement Series 
Thursdays, 7:30 pm, $3 
Don’t miss these opportunities to view award-
winning foreign cinema on the big screen. 
1/24 – A Simple Curve (Canada, 2005) 
2/28 – Her Name is Sabine (France)

Black & White & bLuE 
January 17-19 – Tickets $5/film or  
$10 for a festival pass 
Kalamazoo band bLuE daHLia performs 
their original scores with three silent  
film classics. 
1/17 -  8 pm - The Cat and the Canary (1927) 
1/18 -  8 pm - Buster Keaton’s 7 Chances (1925) 
1/19 -  3 pm - Buster Keaton’s 7 Chances (1925) 
1/19 -  8 pm - Alias Jimmy Valentine (1915)

Hough

funded and managed by the National 
Science Foundation’s U.S. Antarctic 
Program (USAP). The two others, Palmer 
and McMurdo, are on islands just off the 
coast. During the International Geophysi-
cal Year, Hough recalls that the seismo-
graph detected 157 earthquakes from all 
parts of the world. The 18 men and one 
dog, named Bravo, shared close quarters 
in what amounted to little more than 
insulated, rough, metal huts. The men on 
this expedition laid the foundation for the 
scientific legacy that continues today.

While the original South Pole station 
Willi Hough stayed in was abandoned in 
1975, the National Science Foundation is 
constructing the third permanent station 
at the South Pole. Today, approximately 
3,000 Americans are involved in Antarctic 
research each year, studying ecosystems 
or global climate processes, and using 

the region as a platform to study the 
upper atmosphere and space. Large, ski-
equipped LC-130 airplanes, which only 
the United States has, provide most of the 
air support.

Back in 1957, one of the IGY team’s 
more arduous tasks was to dig 
a 1,000 foot tunnel — by hand, 

using shovels and ice axes — to create a 
seismometer pit. It was alternately called 
the ice mine, the salt mine, and the snow 
tunnel. “That was grueling work,” Hough 
says. “There was one instance when I got 
sick and tired of the constant digging, 
so Dr. Paul Siple and the military com-
mander, Lt. Jack Tuck, gave me leave from 
that duty. I got quite a ribbing in the mess 
hall about it.”

Hough brushed it off because he 
knew all about the good-natured teas-

This is the first permanent building to have been erected at the South Pole, and it was 
sunk into the snow to maintain a roof line that was uniform with the rest of the camp.
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ing that occurs among tight-knit groups 
of servicemen. Even though he was at 
the South Pole as a civilian, he was still a 
lieutenant in the U.S. Naval Reserve. “The 
cook was one of the most popular guys in 
the camp,” he jokes. “We always tried to 
keep him happy so he would feed us well.”

To keep their minds alert and active 
during the six-months-long polar winter 
night, the men gave mini-seminars on 
their specialties. Willi recalls one of the 
more popular topics was the physician’s 
lecture on how to deliver a baby. “We also 
had fun, with music and the occasional 
party,” he says. “They even dropped in 
a year’s supply of liquor,” he says with a 
laugh. When the Air Force C-124 planes 
would fly in to drop supplies, the four-foot 
cubes were often metal containers filled 
with well-cushioned food and other items.

Drag chutes were used to ensure the 
safe delivery of 55-gallon drums of fuel 
oil, stacked four on a pallet with layers 
of corrugated cardboard to absorb the 
impact. Lumber was not attached to a 
parachute. The pilots would fly in as low 
as possible and the crew would just push 
it out the cargo bay doors. Hough re-
members that one of the very last supply 
runs contained an experiment where the 
military aircraft dropped in a dozen fresh 
eggs. “When we took it inside and opened 
the box, one of the eggs was cracked,” he 
says. “But written right on the egg was a 
note that said ‘cracked when packed’ and 
the initials, ‘USAF.’”

One unusual outdoor activity that 
Hough prompted for recreation was a mix 
of skiing, ice boating and parasailing. He 
would put on skis, grab hold of one of 
the old, airdrop parachutes, and let the 
wind pull him along across the slippery 
surface surrounding the camp. “It was an 
absolute blast,” he says, chuckling at his 
remembered feats of derring-do. Hough 
kept in contact with the outside world, 
namely his first wife, Suzanne, and his 
son, Randy, in Colorado, via “ham” radio. 
The radio operator used to joke that Willi 
had some special way of manipulating 
the ionosphere, because his calls home 
always seemed to go through, and, often-
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 Inspired food in a casual ly  e legant  a tmosphere.

5402 Portage Road across f rom the Airport
Reservat ions 269-344-7700
www.bravokalamazoo.com

Hooray!  Kudos!

BravoRESTAURANT   & CAFE

Chef  Owners  Shawn & Ter r y  Hagen

Hough

times, other men’s connections did not. “I 
assured him that I did not have any magic 
ability,” Hough says. 

The men at the camp often assisted 
each other in their tasks, and Hough 

remembers helping the glaciologist take 
samples and melt the ice dredged up from 
deeper layers for drinking water. He still 
keeps a tiny bottle of the melted Antarctic 
glacial water as a souvenir.

As a form of honor for the intrepid 
bunch, all of the civilian scientists had 
glaciers named after them, and the Navy 
members of the team had their names 
placed on mountain peaks. “The general 

Palmer on November 16.

known landing on continental Antarc-
tica by American sealer Captain John 
Davis, although this is not acknowledged 
by all historians.

Captain Robert Falcon Scott, 
United Kingdom, leads his first Antarctic 
expedition to reach the South Pole, with 

Ernest Shackleton and Edward Wilson. 
They are forced to turn back two months 
later. The team only made it halfway.

Shackleton 
leads an expedition to within 97 miles of 
the South Pole but turns back after sup-
plies are exhausted.

Roald Amundsen leads a five-man  

came up with the idea of Antarctica. 
They knew about the Arctic — named 
“Arktos — The Bear” — from the con-
stellation. In order to balance the world, 
they theorized that there should be a 
similar, cold southern landmass that was 
the opposite. Thus, “Ant-Arktos” — op-
posite “The Bear.”

crosses the Antarctic Circle and circum-
navigates Antarctica. Though he doesn’t 
sight land, deposits of rock seen in icebergs 
proved that a southern continent existed.

Bellingshausen, a Russian naval officer, 
circumnavigates the Antarctic — first to 
cross the Antarctic Circle since Cook. 
He made the first sighting of the conti-
nent. The official “first sighting” was in 
dispute as British naval officers William 
Smith and Edward Bransfield also saw 
Antarctica on January 30, the same year, 
followed by American sealer Nathaniel 

This is an aerial view of the new, elevated Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. In front of the station is 
a ceremonial pole surrounded by national flags.
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practice in exploration had always been 
that you didn’t put the names of living 
people on maps, so that honor for us was 
a major deviation from tradition,” Hough 
states. 

expedition that reaches the South Pole 
for the first time. 

-
ain’s Captain Robert Falcon Scott reaches 
the South Pole to discover he has been 
beaten by Amundsen. His five-man team 
perished on the return journey, only 11 
miles from the supply depot. 

Wilkins and American Carl Benjamin 
Eielson are the first to fly over Antarctica 
around the peninsula region.

Richard E. Byrd and three others become 
the first to fly over the South Pole.

at the South Pole — the first people on site 
there since Scott and his team in 1912.

the International Geophysical Year (IGY), 
12 nations establish over 60 stations in 
Antarctica. Kalamazoo’s Willi Hough was 
part of the U.S. team manning the Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole station. In addition, 
the first successful land crossing via the 
South Pole is led by British geologist Viv-
ian Fuchs with New Zealander Edmund 
Hillary leading the back-up party, over 40 
years after Shackleton’s expedition set out 
with the same aim.

becomes the first person to cross Antarc-
tica unsupported. Taking 64 days from 
Berkner Island to Scott base towing a 
180-kilogram (400-pound) sled, and us-
ing skis and a sail.

-
tional Polar Year (IPY) spans two years 
so teams of researchers have the oppor-
tunity to work in both polar regions, or 
opt to work on projects for summer and 
winter months. 

Source: CoolAntarctica.com
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Hough

The groundbreaking winter of 1957 was not the only visit 
Hough made to Antarctica. He went back to the South Pole 
station twice more in the early 1960s. Both visits were made 
during the summer months. “During one trip, I supervised the 
change of the frequency characteristics of the ionosphere equip-
ment at the Amundsen-Scott station,” he says.

A few years later, Hough had to travel to a little outpost 
called the 8-station. “It’s easy to find,” Hough jokes. “Just go to 
Byrd station and turn right. I had to help put up a new antenna, 
and once we got out there, the weather turned bad and we 
couldn’t get back.” So, Hough says, he spent several extra days 
visiting with a Russian scientist. To this day, Hough says, he 
“kicks himself” for having lost that man’s name and contact in-
formation, because they had a lot in common. Since he had the 
prior experience, Hough also helped train several ionosphere 
technicians in Colorado before they went down to take their 
turns wintering-over in the frigid wilds of Antarctica. 

There are no signs of any penguin-shaped souvenirs in 
the cozy Friendship Village home of Willi and Ellen 
Hough. The two octogenarians have been married for 

just over nine years. 
Ellen retired in 1996 from her post as business manager for 

Stewart-Clarke Furniture in downtown Kalamazoo, a position 
she held for over 27 years. She was also the first female presi-
dent of the Retail Credit Managers Association (RCMA) in Kala-
mazoo, and also once worked in accounting at Travis Motors/
Engle Volkswagen on West Main Street.

Willi still “goes to work” every day at his office annex, 
located just down the hall from their apartment. He uses his 
personal computer to manage his stock portfolio. “I’m now 
working for my family, trying to earn my first million,” he says 
with a grin.

Willi’s first foray into Michigan was in 1943 when he was 
training as a machinist mate at the Ford River Rouge Plant in 
Dearborn. He also discovered Kalamazoo while in the Navy. He 
was sent to the V-12 Officer Training Program at WMU. 

Willi and Ellen met in 1947 when he was going to West-

Ellen and Willi Hough, residents of Friendship Village, have been married 
for nine years.
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ern Michigan University, completing his 
bachelor’s in physics and getting a teach-
ing certificate in secondary education un-
der the GI Bill. The two were friends most 
of their adult lives, each married to other 
people and often playing bridge together. 
After their families had grown and their 
respective spouses had passed away, the 
two eventually became a team.

After Hough’s graduation from West-
ern, he went to Washington, D.C., to work 
with the U.S. Department of Commerce 
in the National Bureau of Standards. He 
consulted on a guided-missile project left 
over from World War II, and then moved 
to Corona, Calif., to work with the U.S. 
Naval Bureau of Ordnance.

“In the Navy, ordnance means 
weapons, not vehicles,” he explains. 
That’s where he learned about the IGY 
South Pole project. “Compared to what is 
required today, no one told me back then 
that if I wanted to be a physicist, I should 
get a Ph.D.,” he says. “I went ahead and 
thought, worked, acted and discussed like 
a physicist and didn’t worry about not 
having the actual degree. I did computer 
flight simulations for the missile and built 
one of the prototype computers for the 
program.” In total, he spent 20 years as a 
Federal government employee.

In his lifetime, Willi Hough tried on 
many hats, including a short stint as a 
stockbroker prior to becoming a teacher. 
He also held the unusual position of 
Deputy Civil Defense Director in Boulder, 
Colo., in 1962. “In October of that year, 
the director was out of town, and I had to 
suddenly step in to field the frantic calls 
to our control center during the Kennedy 
administration’s Cuban missile crisis,” he 
says.

“It seems like everyone and their dog 
was having 40 fits, calling us to ask ques-
tions about stockpiling food and water or 
how to take shelter. We could not call out 
from the control center to bring in our 
staff because the incoming calls jammed 
our line, which was listed in the phone 
book. We somehow managed to get an ex-
tra line from the phone company within a 
few hours, which was an amazing feat in 
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those days. Talk about a trial by fire. I had 
to learn all the duties of a civil defense di-
rector in just a few days, under pressure.” 

Following his history-making trip to 
Antarctica in 1957, one of the most excit-
ing expeditions Willi Hough experienced 
later in his life involved delving into the 
brains of teenagers. After getting his Mas-
ter of Science degree, he spent 15 years 
as a high-school teacher in Springfield, 
Mass., helping shape young minds. He 
taught computers and advanced electron-
ics, physics, oceanography, chemistry 
and even a senior girls’ class in human 
physiology. He retired from his teaching 
career in 1985.

“I feel that teaching was the best job 
I ever had,” he notes. “It was better than 
the South Pole expedition or anything 
else I have done. I was doing something 
worthwhile that would make a differ-
ence in people’s lives, and I really enjoyed 
working with the children.”

The spark that prompted the 33-
year-old Willi to spend a winter at the 
South Pole can still be seen twinkling in 
his eyes over 50 years later, when Hough 
talks about his enjoyment of exploring 
the stock market via the Internet. He uses 
some of his profits for a sure investment, 
one which is bound to bring immeasur-
able returns.

“When a telephone solicitor calls 
me, I tell them I am over 80, on a fixed 
income, and I cannot give them any 
of my money, because I have 20 great-
grandchildren whom I need to be able to 
help put through college,” he says. The 
unwanted callers usually don’t have much 
to say after Hough cuts into their sales 
pitch with that extended family spiel. And 
he really does help out as much as neces-
sary, especially with a family member’s 
educational efforts. Between them, Willi 
and Ellen have six children, 12 grand-
children and those aforementioned 20 
great-grandchildren.

Will Hough ever sit back and simply 
watch as the world goes by? Not likely. 
He says: “I tell everyone that I have only 
retired in the sense that I no longer work 
for wages.” 

Hough

Wow! I hope I didn’t gain weight over the holiday!
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Owls Up-Close — Learn about the amaz-
ing adaptations that make owls efficient 
hunters and beautiful Michigan residents. 
Live owls will be part of this interactive 
program! Jan. 27, 2 p.m.
Owl Prowl — Hike the woods after dark 
and listen for owlish activity! Dress warm 
and walk quietly. No flashlights, please! 
Jan. 28, Feb. 8 & Feb 14, 6–7:30 p.m.
Boomers and Beyond: Animal Tracking 
— Boomers and Beyond is an adults only 
group which meets once a month for a spe-
cial program/hike led by Naturalist Kara 
Haas. This month we’ll take a winter walk 
to discover what animals have been active 
on the trails overnight! Jan. 29, 
11 a.m. –12:30 p.m.

Audubon Society of Kalamazoo
345-6541

Organization for Bat Conservation — Join 

in a live bat program. Jan. 28.

Poetry anyone? How about 
shar ing your verse wi th       
Kalamazoo-area readers? 
Please submit a short per-
sonal profile to accompany it.

Encore Magazine
c/o Poetry Editor

350 S. Burdick St., Suite 316
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

editor@encorekalamazoo.com
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Guess
WHO

Ben Zylman has been appearing in Kalamazoo Civic Theatre 
productions since 1978. He has lent his acting skills to 58 shows 
and directed 40 others. 

He is a lifelong resident of Kalamazoo, graduating from 
Portage Central High School before going to work for Gilmore’s 
department store. He spent 17 years there as a buyer and store 
manager. Then the smell of the greasepaint and the lure of the 
footlights brought Ben to the Civic.

For the past nine years Ben has served as the director of 
marketing and development for the Kalamazoo Civic Theatre. 
Since joining the nationally-recognized community theater, Ben 
has been a driving force behind the scenes and in front of an 
audience. He has won acting awards that include the pestigious 
Excellence in Acting Award from the Association of American 
Community Theatre.

Ben has also put his directorial skills to use on a wide 
variety of Civic productions and has been a guest director for 
Kindleberger Summer Arts Festival, All Ears Theatre, Comstock 
Community Theatre and Loy Norrix High School. He is also ac-
tively involved with the drama team at Richland Bible Church.

For his outstanding contribution to the arts in Kalamazoo, 
Ben was presented with the 2005 Community Medal of Arts 
Award. His says his proudest accomplishment is the inspiration 
he has provided to the more than 1,300 performers with whom 
he has worked. In particular, he enjoys coaching and mentoring 
young performers..

Answer To

Ben Zylman
Kalamazoo Civic Theatre
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has taken
to the next level.


